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Sets Special Session February 25
Governor Restores $6 Million
To State Department Budgets

Otis Erwin
Speaks To
Kiwanians

olors

10. Per Copy

"warned repeatedly over the past
of Representatives, was given a
By Robert P. Dalton
year of the political jeopardy to
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i UPI)— month in advance.
a governor subjects
Nunn said he would call a which
Governor Louie B. Nunn today
by calling a special
himself
reapfor
session
scheduled the special sPcsion of Special
the legislature in the
of
session
of
Office
the
of
census figures
Otis H. Erwin
the legislature for February 25 portionment if the
campaigns.
impending
of
face
and
was a year
Development Services
and said Kentucky's economic showed the need—that
concern that the legislative
His
need
the
showed
Business Research of the
figures
The
picture was so improved that $6 ago.
districts needed to be .reapUniversity of Kentucky, outlined
sliced from the state anch-alunn said today:
million
Nunn said,
his
the an- portioned, though,
the five services offered by
department budgets last fall "By announcing
conmonth was his overriding
a
than
department to members of the
more
date
ticipated
Could be restored.
sideration.
to
intention
Murray Kiwanis Club last night
our
In his second trip to the Ken- in advance, it is
adequate
in their regular meeting at the
tucky Press Assochation to provide the legislature
a plan that will
Woman's Clubhouse.
deliver the "State of the Com- time to prepare
readying for
Erwin listed the following
monwealth" address, Nunn gave hopefully be
day of the
first
the
available services: Council of
n
presentatio
ments
accomplish
his
a review of
development; executive
session."
Bill Clark Thomas
in the three years of his addevelopment; labor education;
Nunn echoed his previous
ministration and gave the editors
and
ies;
municipalit
to
assistance
that "as of now, the
statement
to
news
hard
on
items
the two
management assistance to small
of this special
purpose
sole
take home with them.
consider
business.
state budget was cut by 1.1 session will be to
The
state
The speaker said he spent 95
across the board to all reapportionment of the
.cent
per
percent of his time on
The sale of Type 23 dark fired
districts."
legislative
state
agencies in July when
used
here in Murray continues
always
has
management assistance to small
he
tobacco
Previsously
revenue collections fell behind
records with
Rev. Bill Clark Thomas,
businesses.
million qualifyers such as "at this time" to surpass all time
$557
ns—from
expectatio
leave the an average of $54.53 reported for
which
"During the 1960's 440,000 new President of the Malaysian
now"
of
"as
or
Seminary in to $553 million.
for door lightly ajar for Other mat- Thursday's sales.
TO ATTEND WORLD JAMBOREE—These Murray Boy Scouts are making plans to attend the 13th businesses were started and Baptist Theological
the guest Nunn said today revenues
be
will
d
Left
Penang,
1971.
discontinue
2-10,
400,000
held
August
be
were
to
there
Japan,
011ie Barnett said 172,530
,
Shizuoka,
ters that could be in the call.
World Jamboree at Asagiri Heights, FujInomiya
fiscal
the
of
months
six
first
the
businesses in this period," Erwin minister at the 10:45 a.m. and year were running ahead of the The governor sets the business pounds were sold on Thursday for
to right are Mike Alexander, Mark Kennedy, Don Burchfield, Steve Porter and Larry Robinson.
five p.m. worship services at the
Photo by Bob Baer said.
discuss in its a total amount of $94,076.46.
eskimate an4„ w.pre now the legislature may
Willard Ails, a. new member, First -Baptist Church on Sunday forecast to total $560 million or $3 eitraordirk
This average on Thursday was
.ary session.
was inducted into the clubby J January 24.
Nurin touched on education, $1.21 higher than the previous all
previous
the
than
more
million
The minister and his wife, the
D. Rayburn. Vice-Presiden
highways, the toll road system, time average of $53.32 on Wedhighest estimate.
Perry presided at the meeting former Ruth Douglas, were "I am aware," Nunn said, "of agriculture, industry, welfare nesday on the Murray Market.
appointed missionaries in 1963 by
environment in
All of the dark fired tobacco,
the governmental tendency to reform and the
cf one of Calloway County's main
the Foreign Mission Board of the
ments
accomplish
the
reciting
dollar,
available
spend every
Southern Baptist Convention.
cash crops, is being sold through
sometimes simply because it is his administration.
More than 20,000 Boy Scouts, and Mrs. Keith Kennedy of 308 N.
They have served in Singapore
The governor said the state has regular channels and none is
is
it
because
not
and
available
explorers, and leaders will 7th Street. He is the senior patrol
and in Taiwan and went to the
already garnered $335 million in being sent to the pool, according
needed."
gather in Japan this summer for leader of Troop 45 of the First
Penang Seminary in Jaquary
federal aid over the past tree to local tobacco officials.
the 13th World Jamboree. This Methodist Church. Young
- I have today in- years and the figure could rfach
"Therefore,
1969
High prices of $61.00 per
will be the largest gathering of Kennedy holds the rank of Eagle The Murray Neighborhood Girl They arrived back in'the states structed- the state budget, the "half-billion mark- before hundred weight have been
order,
taking
Bailey Riggins was living in the international brotherhood of Gold Palm, God and Country, SeouAl will began
December 20 for a four months director," Nunn added, •"to 1971 ends.
reported for several baskets on
Stewart County, Tennessee in scouting since the 12th World flornadav Award, and is for Girl Scout Cookies (:. furlough and will be here until eontliWe his careful exas9ination
to the Murray market.
reference
no
made
Nunn
Saturday, January 2.3 throu
1917 and he says the big snow Jamboree held in Idaho in 1967.
of each politics or the spring primary
of the spending
about April 1.
(Continued on Page Eight)
The sales are continuing today
Febetiary.7.
came oiLDecember 7.
- Me is a 1956 graduate Of state agency
to Say he had been on the four Murray floors,
except
The Boy Scouts of Japan will
delivererio
be
will
cookies
The
Murray State University. In 1958 stringent control .and vigilance
[bran's, Farris, Growers, and
say "Yokoso!" welcome.) to
the people who have ordered he graduated from the Southern over the funds being restored to
FALSE ALARM
Planters.
Kennedy,
Mark
them from February 26 thr,,ugh Baptist Theological Seminary, be sure that each agency has a
Earle KeLsesay9 the big snow I Mike'Alexander,
The Murray Fire Department
Robinson,
Larry
Porter,
Steve
14,
March
afin
the
began on December 9
Louisville, and in 1963 earned the genuine need for every dollar answered a calllast night at 10:50
The Murray girls earn free, Day Doctor of Theology degree there. invested."
ternoon and stayed til March. He and Don Burchfield of Murray.
p.m. to 318 1yoodlawn. This was a
part
of
be
will
five
scouters
Camperships by selling 48 boxes
says he knows this is true These
is the son of Mr.
alarm. Fire Chief Jackie
Thomas
false
Rev.
a
for
call
d
long-awaite
the 6,000 scouts who will
of cookies,, and a Bear Creek and Mrs, Cecil S. Thomas of The
because he was out in it.
,sixteeti Firemen, and
Cooper,
the
Jr.,
reapportion
- — Hr.---Samuel Dodson,
repreOnt the United States.
Campership by selling 144 boxes Cadiz Route Five. The Thomas' special session to
were at the scene.
The Calloway County Branch of
districts of the Senate and House three trucks
is the son of minister of the First United of cookies. _ •
Alexander
Mike
If you hum "The White Cliffs of
four children.
have
guest
was
Church,
Methodist
the American Association of
Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
a
is
year
this
feature
new
A
Dover" while you are working at
Childheod Education will meet
410 N. 7th Street. He is the speaker for the January meeting patch to be given for a certain
some pleasant task, then you
Monday, January 2.3,-at four p.m.
assistant senior patrol leader of of the Murray Business and number of boxes sold. For selling
belong to the 1942 group.
at the Murray University School.p
Troop 77 of the First Christian Professional Women's Club held 24 boxes the girls will receive a
"Children and Drugs" will l*
Church and will complete Ms on Thursday evening.
green patch, for 48 boxes, a red
Dr, Dodson took the group, by patch, and for 144 boxes, a gold
the subject of the program to fie
in April 1971. He is an
rank
Eagle
Now comes Mrs. Festus Story
presented by Willard Ails,
Ordeal member of the Order of words and pictures, on a tour of patch.
who says Murray High burned
Ronnie King. son of Mr. and "I'm looking, forward to the more about getting back home president of the Calloway County
the Greek islands. He also Proceeds from the cookie sale
the Arrow lodge 499.
sometime during Christmas
a Dodge dealership. Couna on Drugs.
Mark Kennedy is the son of Mr. showed many articles of go to improve Bear Creek Girl Mrs. Ross King of Murray, has next 25 years!" said Tommye than aboilt
a
week 1919. She says after
All members and guests are
beautiful Grecian handcraft. Scout Camp, such as the new sail been named ••outstanding Young Taylor, President and General John Tom was then doing
variety invited to attend
Christmas students went to
Before coming to Murray, Dr. boat and new bathroom facilities Business Man of the Year 1970 for Manager of Taylor Motors, Inc. volume business in a wide
tractors
school at the court house. Some
Dodson and his family spent that were added last summer. Kentucky" b the American "The last 25 have been won- of quality lines in farm
buildings were constructed on the
still pursued
three years serving the non- The day camps receiv equip- Business Men's Association.
the next 25 will be. even and equipment. He
derful,
Murray High grounds and were
the idea of a Dodge Dealership.
King was presented a gold better.denominational American ment from the council to use for a
called the barns. The first snow
Hubbard
Carol
Senator
by
Greece.
plaque
Athens,
in
for
Church
Surely a wonderful attitude
So with the end of World War II
week of camping.
came on December 7, 1917, she
The area supervisor of the The cookies will sell for 60 cents at the associational convention in a businessman to. take, but and new cars again became
says.
Nashville, Tenn , this week.
Arthritis Foundation, Mr. J. a box.
Tommye says all the credit for available Taylor Motors began as
The regular luncheon meeting
Reichhardt, was also a guest and
of cookies will be The Murray man is a baseball the original idea must be given to a Dodge dealership. TOrnmye of the Alpha Department of the
kinds
Five
The principals of Calloway made a short talk on the Arthritis
Milwaukee
the
with
player
his dad, J.T. Taylor, the founder returned home from overseas to Murray Woman's Club will be
offered for sale. Mint, Asserted
Hunter Love says the school County schools held their monFoundation. He presented Mrs. Sandwich, Butter Flavored Brewers, a major league team. of Taylor Motors.
find a brand new ivory 1946 held at the clubhouse at noon on
burned Christmas of 1919.
of
the
office
thly meeting at
Hoyt Roberts, president of the Shorties, Peanut Butter Sand- He is president of the American
John Tom Taylor, as he is Dodge Club Coupe waiting for
23.
Superintendent William B. Miller club, a Certificate of ApRecreational Association of affectioetaly and respectfully him - no way out thht did it - from Saturday, January
wich, and Pecanettes.
vice
.Mrs.
Hinds,
Charles
on Thursday at 3:30 p.m.
.
in
active
the
from
Foundation
preciation
Kentucky and has been
known .by many friends and 'there on he was in the Dodge
A lady writes us a note and asks
president and program chairM. B. Rogers, principal at He also presented one to the club
for business associates was toying business!!
projects
numerous
that her name not be used. Her Kirksey, and Howard Crittenden, for their participation in the
man, announces that the
recreational facilities in Ken- with the idea of a Dodge
to program will deal with current
information is of the sort that principal at C,alloway High, were recent arthritis drive.
married
Tommye
1948
saw
LETTERS ilrEDITOR
tucky.
Dealership back during World Anna Faye Miller. Time to settle
should pin down the day of the elected to talk with Terry The Murray Club will assist in
ecological conditions, with Mrs.
War II. Tommye was then ser- down andyldtch up to earning a Edwin Larson leading the
Calloway
the
Dear
of
Editor:
chief
at
King, age 20, is a sophomore
snow in 1917 pretty well. She says Mullins,
the coming Heart'Fand Drive by
Armed
the
with
•
ving overseas
discussion on the topic "EcoOn January 14 of this year, Murray State.
it started on December 7, 1917 Rescue Squad, about the calling on the business places in
(Cesitiosed es Page Six)
Forces and perhaps thinking
Catastrophe."
Calloway
of
the
of
several
what
the
of
Ministers
feasibility
ns.
their
contributio
for
Murray
and went on through January
Hostesses for the meeting
can do to help The World Affairs Committee Church of Christ had lunch at one
1918. She says her husband kept a County schools
include • Mrs. Max Hurt, chairfire fighting had charge of the arrangements. of the restaurants here in Murray
record and then too her oldest son save the county
at which time a formal protest to
man, and Mrs. Buron Jeffrey,
service.
Mrs.'R. A. Johnston, Mrs. Larhaving dancing at Calloway
(Coatinised on Page Fight)
After the men talk with Chief
son, and Miss Mary Lassiter.
County High School was signed
Mullins, additional information
by several of the Ministers and
will be released to the public.
Others attending the meeting
(Continued on Page Eight
were Supt. Miller. Charlie
Lassiter, director of pupil perUnK04
Intwrastional
BRIDGE AT OAKS
sonnel, Bill Outland, Faxon
The women of Oaks Country
principal, Bob Allen, Concord
The Luther Robertson ParentClub will resume their regular
Kentucky: Mostly cloudy with principal, Freed Curd, Lynn
weekly bridge sessions on
Teacher Association will meet
occasional light rain or drizzle Grove principal, Tom Itushing,
Wednesday. January 27, at 9:30
Monday, January 25, at seven
today and tonight. Precipitation Almo principal, and James,
at the school.
a.m. For reservations call 753p.m.
snow
light
to
possibly changing
Feltner, Hazel principal.
ls will speak on
Willard'Ai
268s
over north and east Kentucky
"Drugs and Drug Abuse".
late tonight. Precipitation ending
MONTHLY SINGING
All members are urged to
over the state early Saturday.
The monthly singing will be
and are encouraged to
attend
late
Decreasing cloudiness
held at the Hardin Pentecostal
bring guests to hear Ails discuss
Saturday. Warmer today turning
Church of God on Saturday,
this most timely subject, a
colder on Saturday. Highs today
January 23, at 7:30 p.m. The
said.
spqkesman
the
in
tonight
40s to low 50.. Lows
Melody Notes of Murray will be
knursery will be provided for
lower 30s. High Saturday in the
visitors
arid'
featured. All singers
young children.
The Calloway County Public
40s.
are invited.
Library has on display small
MAKES HONOR ROLL
antiques owned by Mr. and Mrs. (FHTNC) Parris Island,
EXTENDED FORECAST
CORRECTION
Murray Route S.C.—Marine Pfc. Danny W.
The name of Phyllis Beach who
Ex8mded weather outlook for Glyco Wells of
The age limit for the 'Baby
Sullenger. husband of the
Graham Road:
made all A's was inadvertently
Kentucky Sunday through One, Roy
in the collection are a Former Miss Bettina F. Nicrum Derby' to be held at Roses this
Included
left off of the list for the semester
1Sieaday:
antique French of 101 S. 12th St., Murray, was Saturday is not more than 13
tive of Dodge Division honor roll at Calloway Count
Generally fair Sunday. In- tobacco cutter,
• RECEIVES PLAQUF/I--Mate Cordes.(right) District Manager, Representa
foot warmer, and boot meritoriously promoted to his months old rather than the dge
to J.T. Taylor, the High School published in TharDealer
telephone,
Dodge
a
25•ytaTas
and
designating
Monday
plaque
a
cloudiness
presenting
is
Motors
creasing
present, rank upon graduation listed in Roses' advertisement in ef•Chrysier
reager•Si 'Times,. The lint;
Tommyr Tsyhm-thrpresident-and generatattealarr'sfrthrmorainal('
orTarrie
founder
a chance of raw Tuesday. Lows jack.
original
the
Ledger
editionof
Thursday's
-Ara Triltrentru-Iijine Tram recruft training at the &
nit. Juniors and. Miss
s looking an train the lcLt
drAltisbigi
thy,
cat
salea
maugger.ill
rn—
onaleClurp
braiAlrays
Times. .The Ledger, di Times, _44.
owned by Earl Marine Corps Recruit Depot.
47=
StioltEhotoltyGene MeC4itclieoti Beach's name was left out
Highs in the 40. Sunday and stamp collection
regrets the error
S U.
Island,
Parris
-.
Concord—
New
of
Redmon
Sionda and the 50. Thesday
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Alpha Department
Meets On Saturday
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Ten Years Ago Today

The Almanac
By United Press International
LIRDGICAL & TIMES FILE
Today is Friday, Jan. 22, the
22nd day of 1971.
moon is between its first
Deaths reported today are R. T. Tuck, father of Richard Tuck
quarr and full phase.
of Murray, and Timothy Lee Johnson, infant son of Mr. and Mrs
The morning stars are Mars, Howard M. Johnson of Hardin Rotte One.
Jupiter and Venus.
Army Pfc. Gene W. King, son of Mr. and Mrs. James P. King of
The evening star is Saturn.
Murray, is a member of the 24th Infantry Division in Germany,
Those born on this date are
Ernest Madrey of Murray Route One won second prize of 9200 in
under the sign of Aquarius.
a farm forestry awards competition sponsored by the CourierBritish Poet Lord Byron was Journal.
born Jan. 22, 1788.
Beef cattle farmers will tow- the farms of Ernest Madrey, Carol
On this day in -history:
Martin Rogers, Robert Ross,and Edward Lee on January 25
In 1789 the first American
novel, "The Power of Sympathy," by Sarah Morton, was
published in Boston.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
In 1952 former Secretary of
War Robert Patterson was
among 29 persons killed when
Marine Technical Sgt. Edsel W. Grogan,son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
an airliner crashed into a row S. Grogan, was recently promoted to his present rank at Pearl
Eliin
of apartment houses
Harbor, Honolulu, Hawaii,
zabeth, N.J.
Miss Marjorltrleturphy has been added to the staff of the State
De
President
French
1963
In
Division of Nutritution as a nutrition consultant. Her
German
Gaulle and West
headquarters will be in Murray.
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer
Births reported include a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Melvin Young and
pledging
treaty
a
signed
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kennedy,Jr.
policy,
foreign
cooperation in
Mrs. Harold liensden of Essex, Mo., was the recent guest of her
defense and cultural affairs.
Senator George E. Overbey and family.
brother,
In 1968 Communist North
intelU.S.
Korea seized the
ligence ship "Pueblo" in the
Sea of Japan and took 83
crewmen captive. The crew
was released after 11 months-North Korea kept the vessel.
A thought for today: British
Neither transgressed I at any time thy eitimandment.—Luke
Scientist Havelock Ellis said, 15:29.
"A man must not swallow more
The elder brother could think of nothing to apologize for. He is
beliefs than he can digest."
one of those tragic little men who find a Saviour unnecessary
except for others.
QUICK WORK
Va
MORGANTOWN, W.
"
(UPI)—The detective who was
aistarssar and thunder
questioning a youth suspected
14e-can4ron twa.
Ao‘nto
Adm.
of auto theft in the poline
room
examining
TONITE thru TUES.
station left the
for a few minutes.
He returned to find the boy
gone, just as an alert was
broedcast for a new car
missing from a lot three blocks
up the street.
police
three
Officers in
cruisers chased the- youthr
through the city for 25 minutes.
They finally stopped the getaway car by shooting a hole
through a tire.
The young fugitive was
Technicoior
transported back to the police
I:I
station and charged. with at
least one count of auto theft.

THE
FAMILYLPF
LAWYER
Parents vs.
Grandparents

Jane and Eddie, a oung married couple. %Flossed almost no interest in their babs boy. Out of
sheer ne,essit!., Jane's parents
took over the Lok of bringing
him up.
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Mtutay, Kentucky, for
Hut when he w's, three. Jane
transmission is S4.ond Class Matter t' and Eddie decided they wanted
suBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e. per him back. The grandparents remonth $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 15.60. fused to part'-with the boy, so
Zonal t& 2, 613.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00. the two couples squared off in
the courtroom to fight for cus"Thethdataailliing Cada Asa et a Community la the
,,,. Wavily sit Ira Nampepar"
-s.
...
.
•
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The WOW &gooey Stary

Dad's a good story teller, He likes to be original If he can. He
said if he couldn't be the original teller he could be the original
repeater. Dad heard this story so as he tells it to you It is in the
original reoeater category. With this all cleared up he proceeds
with his story. He said, "One day there was this little sparrow
looking for food. This little bird looked and looked, and was getting quite hungry but wasn't having much luck. Nobody paid
much attention to him becnaee he was busy going about the
business of filling his tummy. All at once this little sparrow spied
a boloney string lying on the ground. Down he flew, and sure
enough, there was some boloney still attached to the string. Well,
.N.,this little bird ate and ate until his belley was sticking out like
nothing you ever saw before, This little bird was so proud of
himself, when he had finished eating his fill, he strutted around
for all to see. After his ego got to big to be satisfied with just
strutting he flew to the tallest tree he could fine and sang more
The announcement Monday by the
loudly than he had ever sung in his whole life. In fact, his voice
was so loud,for the first time a hawk heard him and, and grabbed
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that it ..
him, and ate him up."
is beginning action that could lead to a ban on all
.•• Dad said the moral of this story is, If you are full of boloney
uses of the pesticide DDT leads us .to observe
grandparents," keep your mouth shut." I thought about Dad's moral and I asked
outrank
"Parents
that the nation should not panic to the point that
argued the younger pair But it him if this moral applied history tellers as well.
appeared that lane and Edwe let the bugs and worms completely take over.
k too much, worked too
die
—Bahia&
presticides
some
of
use
improper
the
While
had no home of their •
little,
rt ruled that the boy
own. The
is undoubtedly harmful this is not to say that we
_
where ba
was better
will have a better world if we C10_111Way with
There Are No Farms In The City
is.
with his
pesticides. Production of corn, COMM, wheat,
It is not rare Ide:.„parents and
Big new human edifices
grandparents to disagege about
beans, tobacco and other basic crops, as well as
Grow as the terminal bud
Ily
child.
a
of
custody
the
Hard against the sky
fruit and vegetables is dependent on the proper
speaking, the law puts its main
the
for
Hard against the ground
best
chemicals,
is
what
of
on
use
the
emphasis
through
control of insects
Pressing the last fruits
child, maxi* the expense -of papesticides.
as
known
rental sensibilities.
tomorrow's liquid children.
Of
Nevertheless, in most instances,
Some conservationists and naturalists
over
favored
indeed
are
Parents
At finger edge
opposed to the use of pesticides have said that we
grandparents because they are the
Of the effluxing hand
should fall back on the "balance of nature." This
"natural" custodians of'their own
Wills die rather than bend.
Offspring!' As one court put it:
sounds great, but there is some doubtthat it would
Witness the oldman
-The law seeks to work in
in
result
could
"balance"
a
Such
be practical.
harmony with nature, and to conLast in the wilderness
tinue those ties which biral man
That grew around him
insect-riddled crops. leafless trees in summer,
to his own flesh."
Bewildering wilderness indeed
- crop-choking weeds, unsanitary conditions, sky'
_ Thigh4n_a_stother ease, parents
Of strange faces and ways
-regained custody of their daugh- rocketing food prices and a general reduction in
Belonging to that world
ter even though they had no savfood stuffs being produced for a growing and
Safe beyond his former door.
ings, no life insurance, and only
-, _a_ modest "income. Noting that
.hungry nation.(heir income at least ssasAeady
At city edge
Chemical pesticides should be used
and their habits sober, the court
A few farms linger
We
abandoned.
. properly, but not altogether
With cows and grass
deprived
he
to
are
they
"Unless
legislation
enacting
into
- mustn't be panicked
As hell bent farmer
the - love of their
of
time
all
for
banning all the bug-killers on the market just
Hard against them city fellers.
child: and of the opportunity to
give her their hive, they shoilid
- because some people have abused the use of
be given that chance now."
Time dries the farm
them.
Are a child's own wishes taken
As even it does the tears
into consideration?. Yes._ -f hçf is
the oidnum in his grave
Of
mature
•
A1144110 chtldrwo --sell
derit
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
And so. . .
is not decisive by itself.
There are no farms in the city
A 15-year-old boy, transferred
WSIX-8
WLAC-5
WSM-4
to his parents' home after mans
:
'SUNDAY
years with his grandmother. AA,
—Thomas0.PerlthM
unhappy about the change Fie
Sunrise Semester House of Worship said in a court 'hearing that, he6:30
BROTHERHOOD
Sego Bros.
Tom & Jerry
7:00
cause -of squabbling between his
by
7:05 Farm Digest:
mother and father, he wanted to
Alney Allbritten Norell
move back with his grandmother.
7:15 Report
-itat--thr-court held that
World Tomorrow
Penelope Pistop
7:30 Movie
boy's discontent was not enough
Wonderarna
Tomorrow never comes, they say;
Carl Tipton
8.00
reason to grant his request. The
careful how you live Today!
Jubilee
8:30
Socourt said he would prdbahly
Johnny Quest 9:00
soon get used to the shifr from a
Cattanooga Cats sheltered existence with his grandLook up & Live
9:30 Hot Dog
Do for others, when you can .
Bullwinkle
Oral Roberts
mother to the jpsyr_nal...abrashins
10:00 Jarnbo
Their woes and sorrows, understand
of family life..
Discovery
10:30 Herald of Truth
Face The Nation
ease his plight
Flipper
Nevertheless
11:00 Worship
Help your neighbor
in American Bar Aanociadom
public wires-ter feature by Will
'Pet Set
Roy Sitinner
11:30 This is the Life
Love and Care, are ever right
Bernard.
News Cool.
NHL Hockey
12:00 Meet The Press
Soul of The City '1971 Ameri..an Bar Association
12:30 The New Senators
Life the burden from another,
NBA Basketball
1:00 Movie
And so leare, to call him Brother
2:00
NFL ProBowl
2:30 Beethoven
It takes no trouble to be kind
3:00
Bringing only, peace of mind
Bill Anderson
3-30
TAT/S-5cY YOUR NEEDS
Movie
4:00 Exp. in TV
Put your HEART into your LIVING.
4:30
Know the meaning then,aof GIVING'
5:00 TBA
,
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
Bad uy now hero
Johnny Cash
Lassie
600 Scenat 6
II qiii_Y_WS-h.g.talriklanig6•30 Disneyland
Hogan's Heroes
• villain Claude Akins will
F.B.I.
7.00
Ed Sullivan
Airu heap when he stars with
7,30 Bill Cosby
'11iehele Nichols in "Grerriyard
Movie
8'00 Peggy Fleming
Campbell
Glen
-As halfSielthitte,
9:00 Bold Ones
Jackie Gleason
for ABC;
western
comedy
hour
News
1000 Scene at Ten
•
News
TV:
Movie
10 30 Tonight Show
Mery Griffin
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Thoroughbred actor
NEW YORK (UPI)--.If genetics is adyyyhere nutartho exact
wiener it is reputed to be,Peter
being a
gnat entertainer. The co-star
with Goldie Hawn-artsthe film
comedy. "There's A 6kt In
Nly sou m: is the son of a musician (father) and variety entertainer (mother) and at one
time had seven uncles working
in various capacities in the
theater.
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NOTICE: This week Cinema II open at 3:15.
Mon. thru Fri. Shows at 130, 5:301 7:30 & 9:30.
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Admission Restricted to 18 and Over
or Marria.e License

ONE SHOW NITELY AT 7:30

PARKER FORD INC.

ITT C CITE)T•

ANSWERS QUESTIONS EVEN A MAN AND
WIFE DON'T DARE ASK EACH OTHER!

U.S 641 NORTH

YOr TAKE N() CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

By

P1OTIE
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For

!Su-A.(7's Not Silifilile

ALL AGES ADMITTED
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Admission Restricted-Id-18 Yrs. or Over

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

FLUSTERED FILMMAKER ... Donald Sutherland, one of the
hottest young actors on the screen today, stars in the title role. of
MGM's "Alex in Wonderland." The film concerns a suer esstul
filmmaker who is confused as to the subject of his next film Now
showing thru Tuesday at Salem Cinema I.
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Late Show Fri.& Sat. 11:30 p.m'
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INECOM THEATRES
DAILY FILM GUIDE

MONDA
Country Journal
5 45
News
6:00 Morning Show
Real McCoys
Morning Watch
4
.
630
Bow
. 00 Today Show
('apt-am Kangaroo
8.00
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
8-30
Lucy Show
9:00 Diah's Place
Hillbillies
9.30 Concentration
Gourmet
10:00 Sale of The Century Family Affair
That Girl
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
Bewitched
Where Heart Is
11:00 Jeopardy
World Apart
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
Al] My Children
News
12:00 Noon Show
Singing Cony
12:06
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal
12:30
Newlywed Game
1.00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
Dating Game
Guiding Light
1:30 Doctors
Gen. Hosp
Secret Storm
2:00 Another World
One life
Edge of Night
2:30 Bright Promise
Dark Shadows
Corner Pyle
3:00 Another World
F-Troop
Gilligan's Island
3:30 Star Trek
Dan Boone
Movie
4:00
4:30 Wild, Wild West
News
5700
Welsher
5:25 News
News
News
5:30 News
Dick Van Dyke
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Let's Make A Deal
Guiroke
6.30 Red Skelton
Newlywed Game
7 00 Laugh In
The Real Game
Here's Lucy
730
Movie
Mayberry RFD
8. *wig
Doris'Day
8 • 30
Carol Burnett
9.00
_
News
News
10.00 greite-st -Ten
Dick Cavett
Mer:v Griffin
10.30 Tonight Show
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BOWLING
STANDINGS
MAGIC ITU
Bowling League

Los Abibizs (UPI)—The
quarterbacks of the teams that
didn't make it to the Super Bowl,
Team
John Brodie of the San Francisco
52
20
OVC and contest will begin at 7:30. The
Johnson's Grocery
Daryle Murray State's Racers won 6-3, and Rex Bailey, 6-2, will also The Racers lead the
tuid
Forty-Niners
51 21
in field game has been a sell-out since
Ezell's Beauty School
Oakland their buz2est eame of the season have height advantages over are seventh in the nation
the
of
Lamonica
Kut 'N'Kurl Beauty Shop 46 26
percentage with 50.3. last fall.
goal
and
6-0,
Young,
Jim
Murray's
when
in
they
beat
settle
79-71
Bradley
to
45 27 Raiders, have a score
Country Kitchen
Despite their lack of height,
Monday night but an even bigger Ron Williams, 6-2.
whose club will take on the No. 1 Jerry's Restaurant
42 30 Sunday's Pro Bowl.
By United Press Interns.
McDaniels is one of the nation's they've averaged 47.9 rebounds a
veteran, game is in store Saturday when
14-year
the
Brodie,
ranked and ujibeaten Bruins N.H.C.A.
38 34
opponents' 34.9.
UCLA, making its second
guide the Western Kentucky's Hilltoppers leading scorers with a 30.4 game to their
Saturday nigtit at South Bend, Owens Food Market
31 41 has been tabbed to
83.9 points to
averaged
have
They
last scheduled trip eastward
16.7,
averaged
has
Dunn
average.
Conference a- come to town.
Ind.
28 44 National Football
Hazel Dry Cleaners
opponents' 72.1.
season, could be in store for a
sters against Lamonics), who will The Haltoppers are the nation's Rose 16.1, Glover 8.6, and Bailey
UCLA, whose only other trip Town &Country Dress
lbe Murray freshman team,
surprise this weesend.
pilot the American Conference sixth-ranked team, lead the Ohio 6.1. Young leads Murray's
from the West was a success as it Shop
ran its record to 11-0 by
which
That's the opinion of Johnny
Valley Conference with a 4-0 scorers with a 17.5 average.
team.
won the Steel Bowl tournament in
Dee the Notre Dame coa
that record, and are considered by Taylor, who has scored 25 points romping over the Southern
game
the
of
an
oddity
It's
Pittsburgh during the Christmas
High Team Geme (SC)
freshmen 97-75 Tuesday
players whose home bases are a many the strongest team in the in each of his last two games, has Mime
holidays, opens its two-game Johnson's Grocery
play Western's frost' in
will
night,
sides
history of the OVC. The Toppers averaged 16.6, Blondet 14.9,
few miles apart on opposite
midwest stand tonight against Ezell's Beauty School
The varsity
preliminary.
5:30
a
of San Francisco Bay should be have a 12-2 overall record, the Johnson 9.4. and Williams 7.8.
Loyola of Illinois at Chicago N.H.C.A.
Racers
conference
The
rival
this
guide
Murray's.
same
to
as
13-0
picked
Bruins,
The
Stadium.
GREENSBORO, N.C. (UP!)—
are tri second place in the league
teams.
season, are expected to have
High Team Game (BC)
The
American
Basketball
which
of
All
opposed
3-1
with
a
record.
and
Lamonica
Brodie
little trouble with the Ramblers, Johnson's Grocery
990
Association, pledging to follow an
of
the
in
game
ago
104th
month
a
this
games.
just
make
should
other
11
each
of
two
only
of
winners
963
N.H.C.A.
"independent course" from the
Notre Dame is 8-4 but the N.H.C.A.
961 final regular season game. With the hotly contested rivalry one of
National Basketball Association,
Oakland having_ clinched its the most exciting in its history.
losses include close decisions to
held a secret. draft of college
San
said
AFC
and
Luther
the
Cal
in
division
Coach
Murray
Marquette and South Carolina,
High Team Series (SC)
seniors today.
both highly-ranked. Adding to the Johnson's Grocery
2243 Francisco needing a win to gajn the Racers played an "exABA commissioner Jack Dolph
NEW YORK (UPI)—Baseball possibility of an upset is the fact N.H.C.A.
posicatching
and
2202 its dividional crown, the in- ceptionally fine game" against
infield
the
would not disclose the number of
NEW YORK t UPI)—A total
their
Fortyof
the
all
because
with
and
was
won
Bradley
centive
three
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn said that the game is being played at Ezell Beauty School
the
2196
tions and 24 for
Niners, who scored a 38-7 win. rugged defense and poise. "We of 64 players' names will be on outfield berths compared with rounds in today's draft, but he
today he was disappointed Notre Dame, which isn't
predicted the ABA would win
which
fans
baseball
ballots
the
got behind both halves," Luther
because no one was elected to the generally regarded as a haven
last year's system of six for
said, "but we kept our poise, will use to select the starting each of the four infield and "the ill/rang war hands,down."
Hall of Fame in this year's for visiting teams.
Dolph announced Thursday
stayed with our game plan, kept lineups in the 1971 All-Star catching positions and 18 for
The game matches two surefire
balloting but that he thought the
that since merger negotiations
Bradley off balance with our game, it was announced Wed- the three outfield berths. The
current system of balloting is All Americas, Sidney Wicks of
between the two organizations
Ouse, and.carne back to win." nesday by Commissioner Bowie write-in
UCLA and Notre Dame's Austin
be
"realistic."
provision will
had broken off, the ABA was
Kuhn.
great
a
did
people
inside'
man
to
a
"our
see
was
Carr.
instinct
"My
continued.
High Ind. Game (SC
reinstituting its antitrust suit
Kuhn, in announcing that the
In a light schedule of activity Judy Parker
job," Luther continued. "Ron
elected," said Kuhn after anKuhn announced that the against the NBA.
the
teams
select
will
fins
Johnson got 15 rebounds, twice as
undernouncing Thursday that no star of Thursday night, only two top 20 Wanda Nance
will
Company
Gillette
he felt merger was
many as anyone else on either again, moved to avert another write the preparation, distribu- Dolph said
the 19405 and 1950s had received teams were in action. Utah State Marilyn Parks
but since talks had
"inevitable,"
by
incident"
Carty
"Rico
on
percame
-point
them
30
of
most
team, and
the required 75 percent of the No. 11 used
Isabel Parks
tion and tabulation of the ceased "the ABA will now follow
expanding the list of names
not
Taylor
Les
situations.
'must'
votes in balloting by 10-year formances by Maru Roberts and
available
be
will
which
(HC(
ballots,
High lad. Game
a totally independent course."
only had 25 points but also held Al which will appear on the at all major and minor league
veterans of The Baseball Writers Nate Williams al down Utah 102- Judy Parker
ballots.
17th,
scorer,
leading
ranked
State,
BBWAA.
Bradley's
92 and Weber
Association of America
parks and in Gillette retail WILLIAMS HONORED
Nancy Maggard &Isabel
JACKSON, Miss. UPIj—The Smith,
Carty's name did not appear
"But I think the current system fell to Seattle 74-70.
Parks al gun has sounded for the to 4 baskets in 20 attempts. on the 1970 ballot although he outlets. The All-Star game will ATLANTA (UPI) —Chicago
up with
Utah State played more than Barbara Alexander &
of voting has achieved highly
Tuesday night, July Cubs' outfielder Billy Williams
aught era of Ole Miss football. Hector Blondet also came
National be played
the
was leading
respectable results and see no half the game without two Bennett
Detroit.
in
,
12After nearly a quarter-century several clutch baskets."
has been named "player of the
Luther said it would take an League in batting at the time of
starters. Guard Jeff Tibbs was
reason for change."
t the helm, John Howard
year" by the Atlanta Braves
the voting and wound up
Racers
the
by
effort
outstanding
Yogi Berra, Early Wynn and hit in the eye, suffering a broken
docaught, 61—acting on his
High Ind. Series (SC)
400 club, the team's booster
winning the batting title with a
truly
"They're
Western.
beat
to
Ralph Kiner led this year's blood vessel. He may be out for Marilyn Parks
537 or's advice—stepped down
organization.
in .366 average. Carty made the
balloting, but each fell short of the season.
511
Judy Parker
ursday as head coach of the one of the outstanding teams
team on the strength of write-in FLOYD-OSCAR POSTPONED
McDaniels
Jim
and
country
the
In other action, unbeaten Wanda Nance
the required 75 per cent. Berra
of
491
one
.ssippi Rebels to close
NEW YORK (UPI) —The
the votes but Kuhn, who organized
missed by 28 votes when he was Massachusettts recorded its Ilth
most successful coaching may be the best • player in
Floyd Patterson-Oscar Bonavesysvoting
the
computerized
Boston
problem
biggest
beating
Wynn
Our
victory,
mentioned on 242 ballots,
High lad. Series (HC)
areers in modern gridiron country.
na fight, scheduled for Feb. 12,
will be their overwhelming size. tem, was criticized for the
had 240 votes and Kiner had 212. University 77-63 and Duquesne Marilyn Parks
621
been postponed until the
has
rY•
that
out
He
pointed
oversight.
It is only a matter of time routed Cleveland State 1;6-60.
610 Billy Kinard, an Arkansas We'll probably have to match
Judy Parker
made up first week in April, Madison
be
to
had
ballots
the
against
6-7,
is
who
Kiner
Johnson,
and
Wynn
before Berra,
605 assistant and one of Vaught's
Nancy Maggard
announced Wedfeet; Taylor, before the season because of Square Garden
make it," said Kuhn."Election to BASEBALL SIGNiNa
ormer players, was named to McDaniels, who is 7
injured his
Bonavena
nesday.
problems.
technical
and
PHILADEOPHIA ( UPI
the Hall of Fame is the highest
High Averages
replace Vaught, effective Feb. 1. 6-3, against Glover, 6-8;
The 1971 ballot win have hand in training to force the
6-5."
outDunn,
rookie
the
against
Freed,
Roger
6-4,
The
Blondet,
receive.
can
player
a
honor
167 "I'm following probably the
Mildred Hodge
eight nominations for each of postponement.
the
by
talent required for election runs fielder acquired
161 greatest football coach, as far as The Western guards, Jim Rose,
Marilyn Parks
Philadelphia Phillies from the Wanda Nance
from high to super high."
154 I'm concerned, that ever
The ex-players expressed Baltimore Orioles, signed his 1971 Judy Parker
153
• ched," said Kinard.
disappointment over failing to contract Thursday.
149 University of Mississippi ofJean Chancey
make the Hall but pointed otd,
146 ficials also announced that
Joye Rowland
"There's always next year."
146 Vaught's chief assistant, Frank
Betty Dixon
'MAN OF YEAR'
Players who finished their
145 "Bruiser" Kinard, Billy's older
La vaughn Latimer
careers no later than 1961 and COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)—Joe Sandra Thompson
145 brother, would succeed retiring
have been retired at least five O'Brien, who scored more two- Joyce Roller
143 C. M. "Tad- Smith as athletic
years were eligible. A special minute miles than anyone else in
director.
committee of the BBWAA will harriesi racing history, will be
At the tune of his retirement,
Year"
the
of
meet later this month to consider named "Horseman
Vaught had a winning record of
Saturday Morning Junior
the credentials of "eptimers" by the Columbus Touchdown
Bowling League
186-68-12 that was second only to
to name two to Club Feb. 5 at its annual sports
and
Nebraska's Bob Devaney among
awards banquet
Hall.
four
W L active coaches. During Vaught's
Team
38 18 24 years as head coach, only
Head Pins
37 19 Oklahoma posted a better wonWhite Knights
3422 lost mark.
Channels
33t's 22%
Unbelievables
32 24
Strike Outs
30 26
Be-Bops
28 28
Glory Stompers
the Yanks.
231,0: 32%
Gutters
By Milton Richman
Scholarly Advice
21 35
Savage Four
UPI Sports Writer
He asked his roomie, the Torpeadas
353
help
scholarly Bobby Brown, to
NEW YORK UPI —Half the
him and Brown, now a successful
By United Press International
heii they tell about Yogi Berra
for the
surgeon, was glad to do it.
540 It's all-star time
aren't true.
it came time for his
Basketball Association
American
534
told
been
have
So many stories
and the
acfeptance speech Yogi delivered
513 and the Denver Rockets
about him that by now it's nearly
a few
hope
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can
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immortal
those
Floridians
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impossible to separate the fact
help improve
all very
you
thank
will
to
want
"I
off
days
from the fiction. Berra hardly
much for making this night
matters.
High Team Game (BC)
bothers anymore.
in the
necessary."
742 The Floridians, last
Channels
One of the leading fictions
t
and
all
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Division,
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Brown
Bobby
Eastern
741
Gutters
about the natively sharp 45-yeardo to keep from clapping a hand White Knights
Rockets,lied for the cellar spot
730
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former
and
coach
Mets
otd
to his head.
the West, both lost again Thurcatcher is that he's dumb.
way I gave it to
the
not
"That's
night in the only two games
sday
High Team Series ASC)
Everybody should be so dumb.
"I
later.
Berra
to
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to Saturday's ABA ell-star
you."
prior
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Glory Stompers
Another piece of fiction about
at Greensboro, N. C
know,I lmow," Yogi admitted. "I Be-Bops
clash
1451
out
word
other
him is that every
I was so Strike Outs
because
up
Jones boys of Memphis
it
loused
The
1443
of his mouth is a malapropism.
just too much for the
proved
nervous."
That's nonsense also because
Floridians, combining for 64
(HC)
Series
Team
High
a
than
better
talks
Yogi usually
Uoreftled Loser
points as the pros scored a 116-106
Gutters
lot of those who have gone to the
Yogi Berra, Be-Bop*
victory. Jimmy Jones led all
Thursday
On
so-called higher halls of learning.
with 27 points while Steve
ballot for the Glory-Stompers
the
on
scorers
appearing
Still another fiction about him is
Jones tallied 20 and Wilbert Jones
first time since his retirement Channels
can
he
cool
that he's so
added 17.
five years ago, fell only 78 votes
manufacture fresh ice cubes in
Mel Daniels' 26 points and n
shy of being elected to the Hall of
High Ind. Game (SC)
his veins every five minutes.
more by Roger Brown sparked
Fame. He needed 270 votes but Alan Jones
197
Occasion
Nervous
One
drew 242. It was an excellent Richard Scott
184 the Indiana Pacers to a 118-106
That isn't any more true than
but not good enough. David Copeland
showing
181 triumph over Denver. The
those other fables about him
Ted Williams,
Musial,
Pacers used the triumph to move
Stan
Only
because there are time Yogi
one full game ahead of secondRobinson and Bob Feller,
Jackie
like
Berra gets nervous just
place Utah in the west.
had made it on the first
High lad. Game (HCI
everybody else whether they Early Wynn was runnerup to
Alan
Jones
happen to be . astronauts, heart Berra with 240 votes and Ralph
Richard Scott
world
surgeons or even
Kiner was third with 212.
David Roberts
heavyweight boxing champions. Yogi took the news with
PACKERS STAFF
Cindy Chancey
n freshiniQvhen the windows ore closed.
In o year when every car maker seems to be givYogi remembers one time he equanimity. ''Well, whaddya
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The floor of the Super Beetle, for example,
It did not happen to be Thur- close. The first ballot is always
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a
be
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Bay
Green
Beetle,
the
for
wagen
and scout
David Copeland
sday, when he was at home in
is fully carpeted.
•
Packers the past fee years,
reason:
best
the
Dirnaggio didn't make Paul Holland
Joe
rough.
Montclair, N. J., waiting to hear the first time either. I'm a little
Thursday was named defensive
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
Beetle.
Super
it
Volkswagen's
Alan
Jones
to
whether he had been elected
line coach of the professional
bit disappointed byt there's
Beetle.
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football club by new head coach
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Series
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yesteryear.
of
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of
Association
Writers
Baseball
remember it's a hard thing to get Cindy Chaney
SM Dan Devine.
makers that their cars are "better than a Beetle,'
It has a longer-toting, more powerful engine.
America.
tht
Alan Jones
592
there's only one car maker with 25 yeArs experiThe time he was so newvous Early Wynn was more
It has a new suspension system for, a smoother
David Copeland
578
was back in 1947 when he was disappointed.tban Berra.
ence in :Mall cars to bock it up.
ride.
HOCKEY TRADE
returning to his hometown of St. "I thought I had Ji good chance
Volkswagen.
PHILADELPHTA (UN I--The
It has a flow-through ventilation syslem to bring
joins with the Yankees and all one time but I don't know now,"
Philadelphia Flyers of the
High Averages
this was his first full season with he said. "I ain't gonna jamp off a
League
Hockey
142 National
Jackie Hargrove
the Yanks.
acquired center Danny. Schock
building." Ralph Kiner felt Worse Larry Evans
141
he
--- Yogi was nervous because
for his mother in Alhambra, Barry Rose
137 from the Boston Bruins Thursday
didn't know what he should say Calif., than he did for himself.
136 in return for a player to be
Bob Hargrove
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800 Crestnutlelerilifteri Thane 753-8850
when it came time for tdrn to "She's 87-end she was hoping
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Harris-Nance Engagement
Friday, January 20
A gospel Singing will be held at
Calvary Temple (formerly
Chestnut Street Tabernacle,
Chestnut and Cherry Streets, at
7:30 p.m.

•,

Satinelay, January 83
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its noon luncheon at the club
house. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Max Hurt Huron
Jeffrey, R. A. Johnston, Edwin
Larson, and Miss Mary Lassiter.

Sun •
Mo

sinus
levee

The Murray-Western Dance at
the Murray Woman's Club house
9:30 pin. to 1:30 a.m. will be
sponsored by the Alpha Beta
pter of Omega Psi Phi
ternity, Inc. Music, will be by
Star Treks of Memphis,Tenn.
vance tickets are 81.75 and at
door 82.50.
Members, wives, and guests ot
the Murray-Calloway Count/
Shrine Club will meet at the
American Legion Hall, South Mb
and Maple Streets, at 6:30 pin. A
potluck supper_ will be served,
Miss Sheila Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harris of Murray Route Three announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
daughter. Sheila. to Charles William Nance, son of Mrs. Eula
Nance of Murray Route Three.
Miss Harris grandparents are Mrs. Elsie Deweese of Paducah
and the late Arlie Deweese and Mrs. Ruby Harris of Murray and
the Late Rupert Harris. Grandparents of the groom-elect are
Mrs_ Nell Nance and the late Peyton Nance of Hazel and Marvin
Morris and the late Mrs. Nettie Morris of Murray.
Miss Harris is a 1970 graduate Of Calloway County High School
and is now attending Murray State University.
The groom also attended Calloway County High School and is
now employed with the Thurman Furniture Company.
An April wedding is being planned.

Four Murray women were on a month's Religious Ferment Tour of the Far East studying religions
of the Far East in November. In the picture above, the four, left to right, Mrs. P. A. Hart, Mrs. Jean
Bordeaux, Mrs. George Hart, and Mrs. W. L Carter, are shown standing on a hillside at Kowloon.
Hong Kong, in the new territory, with a concession stand in the background. The river separates the
territory from the border line of Red China. In the picture at the right are Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Carter
in front of a floating restaurant in the new territory. The four Murray ladies have traveled extensively in other parts of the world. They visited many shrines and temples and other special places
of interest while on the Far East Tour.

Nancy Irene Baker
Married Recently
High To Rex Alderdice

811•1117, January 24
The Junior and Senior
Youth of the First United
Methodist Church will sponsor a
chili supper from five to seven
pin, at the church. Members and
friends of the church are invited
to participate in this project.
Tickets are 75 cents for over
twelve years of age and fifty
cents for twelve years old and
under.

Sun.
Morn.
Even
5
Morn
Trot
Even

Harrison Home Is
Scene Of Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Dale
Lassiter of Hazel Route Two are
PTA Board Meet
the parents of a baby boy,
FBIRTI-ISj

W•
Even
5117(

?bone 753.1/17 or 753-1947

$ Mee.J. B. liturkeen

0
Sun.
Morn
Even
Cr'

4
40
400,

Gregory Dale, weighing seven Mrs. James Harrison opened
.4
Miss Nancy Irene Baker and
pounds eleven ounces, born on her home for the meeting of the
Rex A. Alderdice sere united in
Saturday, January 16, at 2:23 executive board of the Kirksey County Attorney Sidney Easley
marriage at the Old Bethel
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Parent-Teacher Association held as speaker.
Baptist Church on the PalmerCounty Hospital.
on yuesday, January 19, at one Refreshments were served by
sville-Dresden highway in a
Mrs. Harrison to Mesdames Gene Steely, local builder and
The new father is employed by o'clock in 'the afternoon.
recent candlelight ceremony.
the State Highway Department. The president, Mrs. Harold Fones, Elvin Crouse, Jimmy land developer, is vacationing in
Rev. Jack McClain performed Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Florida and Nassau and other
Fones, presided. Plans were Wilson, Wayne Stone, Charles
the double ring ceremony at
W. D. Lassiter of Hazel Route made to urge persons to register Coleman, Alvin Usrey, Richard parts of the Bahama Islands this
seven o'clock in the evening on
Two and Mrs. V. A. Rasimas of to vote by January 29, and to urge Armstrong, Pat Bogard, Rudy month.
November 26.
0
El Paso, Texas. A great ...-ora---nd-t•them to support the proposed Lovett, and Lonnie Furr.
Parents of the bride are Mr.'
mother is Mrs.Gladys Raspberry school tax to be voted on
and Mrs. Dale 0. Baker of
-grace allowed before stsict en
Smoking
Monday, January 5
of Hazel.
Febwary 9.
forcement of the ban. OffenThe Women's Republican Club Murray. The groom's parents are
-A
(UPI)
law
SING.VORE
of
made
was
Announcement
den _cap_ be=artegest.yLipo_ut
will meet at the Community Mr. and Mrs. Marvin D. Alder,
amokingissanotioss a warrant and are liable to a
itiw neat meeting on_ Tuesdar,
dice of Sedalia.
AdiUStIrEtrit.Lat 7:30 p.m.
January 26, at 1:30 p.m. with picture or legitimate -theitters fine of up to 8500.
The wedding music was
is in effect after a six-week
If a member -017-y
lbaCreative Arts Department presented-BY Mrs. Grace Barger
family is on a diet, you of the Murray Woman's Club will of Metropolis, III. Candles on the
don't have to prepare sepa- meet at the club house at 9:30 altar were lighted by Jeffrey
only minor a.m. Hostesses will be Mrs. Sullivan, cousin of the bride.
rate L meals
The Dexter Homemakers Club
The young bride was lovely in
mealtime adjustments are Richard Tuck, Mrs. Charles
met in the home of Mrs. June
Mrs. Calvin Wells Overbey,
formal wedding gown
her
Burton
Young.
Mrs.
and
Higgins on Thursday, January 14, necessary. For example, re- Tuttle,
adorned with lace and seed recent bride, was complimented
at nine-thirty o'clock in the -move the dieter's serving
pearls. Her mantilla was edged in with a miscellaneous shower held
Tuesday. January 21
morning with the president, Mrs. of vegetables from the pan
matching lace. She carried a on Wednesday, January 13, at
Sorority
Lambda
Phi
Tau
The
before seasoning with butLyda Overby, presiding.
of white carnations with seven o'slock in the evening at
bouquet
will have an installation of ofter or margarine. For salMrs. Pansy Pritchett read the
streamers. Her the home of Mrs. Joe Pat Cohoon.
satin
long
ficers at the home of Mrs.,Napa
devotion from Matthew 7:7-12 in ads, offer both low-calorie
"someth% old!' WI' her wedding Tfit charripnAhosteves.for the
dressings
said
NOW THRU SUNDAY JAN. 24th
a
regular
and
Myers
7:30
at
p.m.
the absence of Mrs. Elizabeth
Pas a site thble belonging to 9ccasion were Mrs. Cohoon
at the table. Likewise,
To Try On At Your Leisure
Thousands
Puckett. The secretary, Mrs.
which her Eddiw Mestere: and Miss
The Murray Quota Club will her Grandmother upon
I-meta Conner, called the roll, when you prepare sauce or
Suzanne McDougal.
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC - WASH & WEAR STRETCH
placed.
was
bouquet
meet at the Holiday Inn at 12
read the minutes. and gave the gravy with a food, pass the
Miss Brenda Harrison was the The honoree, the former
PERMANENTLY PRE-SET
noon.
Eleven sauce or gravy at the table
treasurer's report
only attendant She wore Glenda Doran, daughter of Mr.
bride's
serve
then
BRUSH AND GO
members answered the roll by h:ach person can
a gold colored formal and carried' and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran, opened
to his
according
himself
Unbelievable at
of
Gamma
Chapter
Gamma
telling ways to make themselves
ner many lovely gifts for the
dietary need,s.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30 a fall bouquet of flowers.
better friends to those around
view.
to
euests
Jackie Frank Wilson served as
p.m.
them.
Refreshments of Sandwiches,
best man
obesity
early
Avoid
Use
You
**When
The lesson,
potato chips, and Cokes were
a
the
Following
ceremony
The Foundational Sundf7
ALBANY,N.Y.(UPI)- The
Credit For the Family", was
served by the hostesses for the
reception was held.
presented by Mrs. June Pr- mother ,who tells her infant School Class of the First Baptist The couple left for a short informal occasion.
1-ought to Church will meet at the home of
"easr-ory child-, eat'
itchett.
wedding trip and are now at Thirt-y persons were present or
The gracious hostess, Mn. stop such advice When the in- Mrs. Robert Mobley, 1500 Henry home? near Lynnville. Mrs. sent gifts.
age
of
months
six
reaches
fant
at
p.m
Street,
7:30
Higgins, served cheese cake, tea,
6klerdice is employed as a
plump.
and coffee. Others present were and is
teacher at Lane Oak High School
Sc. says ,the New ork • Dewill
School
The
PTA
Kirksey
Nina
Mrs.
-Parrish,
Mrs. lad
\ Se
/
fabulous
.•
lectilat
partment of Health. The cau- meet at the school at 1:30 p.m. Mid Mr. Alderdice is a senior at
4 o.... 4.4 M../ lp,rd konyla
.00••0 Lime et Wtylm. 5W1
Mu. ••• lagArk Obam•••.
A
1
Puckett, Mrs. Alene PritcheU.,
(00* Vow it ...... •.SAwn&
m .........,A r........ s... Ty.
,
'
ARSON el
Mani 1,1••• la IVO,
(runs Ethel Maslaiisky with Country Attorney Sidney Murray State Ilniversity.
tion,
...i 1.....6.
,
••••
MN&
•
sat,
Ws. le
1 .... La.•
Mork & remind Ilbeems.
',Kum,/ ,
_Mrs. Naomi Edwards; yrs. supervising
nutritionist, is Easley as the speaker. The
third
Dollie Colson, and Mrs. Irene based on the fact that the
rehouse
We
Styles
'At
Prices.
Waist Wig
grade mothers will be hostesses.
-bfitchuson.
Bactrria v.. truth
pattern of plumpness could lie
WHY PAY MORE??
The next meeting will be held establiahed at that carlv age
\ \ 1'11; \S. \•.‘ '0('1)
Thursday, February 11, at 9:30 and last for the rest of the ofTloud' olrea
27
January
Wednesday.
of
Mrs.
Prithome
a.m. at the
,ini's life. .
spr.
are the rrult i,1..ipotifir
The Goshen United Methodist
chett.
lbactrria *Welt i',ilo.it,, on die
the
observe
will
WSCS
Church
1,..111 abets Errlaiu
call to prayer and self-denial with
iire«rot is, the mouth. *a joint service at seven p.m. at 1
two, Or. Paul II. Kev c'"
The
welcome
are
Visitors
church.
the
ol the Natiii4al
Rrorareli is, --Ilethesda,
Phone 753-1273
\Id.
ifKiglafifOite
Friday, January 29
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Dr. Keses. reporting at- tin'
This is the last day for persons ammo'
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
of
the
ourelitig
*Less can help you
to register to vote in the special Anorriraa
..Aviwialioo
over the anxiety of getin
held
be
to
election
tax
school
her,-. said the liTirteria 1)44 mur
ting acquainted in new
9
Calloway County on February
t railzapoksLiall • active sibefi
arid -mike
surroundings
All persons who will be 18 by producing Gaols or.- for.....•itt IlL
'Nese toast stip sell for names, TVON tn., at Ha big wig boutigves, bersotts talons,
you feel at :Horne
-ill
February 9 are eligible to vote.
PI,
1111 suitli
n and WO. Take advantage of theme low, In.. starehoas• prices, new .
Sweet Home," again.
,
the
at
Persons may register
G411010.
Wednesday thru Sunday
gifte_and
bring
She will
Come To
* * • -IS
offIce of County Court Clerk
om
10 A.M. To 8 P.M.
vital information fr—
..Marvin Harris before six p.m.
Liberal terms
your neighborhobd busiOYER 50.000 SOLD IN ROSTON. INTROIT AtilWAUICRE CHICAGO
ness and civic leaders.
Nn YORK
luI'll
2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:
l'I) -- Goal .15% 's terti-agr -girls hi obi 1111r.n.
,NEIV..YORK
Call
IN
MAYFIELD
FrIttid
of
the 1910-71
IN MURRAY
liberal views about dating,'flaresoe Try Our
Phone 753-7.378
(*.Howl. is to
6.7 million ing and sex than their parents,
CATFISH
LAKE
KY.
FRESH
Grogan
Myrtle Mae
*
packages at SI each as part of a and mothers rate moist conser* CODPITItv HAMS AND STEAKS
year-long program to help feed vative of all, according to a • • 753-1365
The Most
(Call For Reservations)
.25 million people, main') Hee SEVENTEEN rrtakm.ito,
Private °Mina Room
of .free
.
Nr4ing. Hwy. 611 South
popa
'
fmnous
children,. in :LI countries of survey.
7 Days a Wook
MISHURY
World
6 a.m. to II p.m.
OUT
itt the
I Aden Aingkg. Asia, Africa.
o .111(1m
--+loa-offrort alas
.A-that
J C GALLIMORE gives oar child a Ilion Ind of .10 girl. hart 5,
daily ntral for three.mtneths.
ing elate one bilv ex. Info el..

Mrs. June Higgins
Hostess ForA4eet
-Of Dexter Club

Pe/Atoeco*

Shower Given For -Mrs. Overbey At
The Cohoon Home

Sale In Progress... 3Days

IGSAL
(

$667i

HOMEA
SWEET HOME,,
AGAIN JO'

WALLIS DRUG

Values from '50" to $7500

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

WHY PAY MORE??

HAZEL CAFE

OPEN:

War.

Linda Adams

MID TOWN
SHOWROOM

Th.. sji

HOLIDAY INN
SHOWROOM

ONLY 3 DAYS LEFT!!
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44
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44
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44
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+
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BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
UNION UROvE CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Preaching at 9:10 a.m. each first Sunday School
10:00 am
and second Sundays
Worship Sekreloe
10:60 am
Preaching at 11 a.m. on third Sun. Evening Service
:30 pm
Preaching at six p.m. on 4th Sun.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
BETHEL UNITED
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTER.METHODIST CHURCH
CHURCH
PreachiHE 1111.111-0 ISt-4- 7-111
10.00 LIO. _
*sudsy Haavol
Preaching 6:30 p.m. on 2nd Sunday Morning Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
Sunday
Preaching 9.30 a.m. on 3rd
GOSHEN METHODIST
CHURCH
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
NEM and Third Sundays:
METHODIST CHURCH
School .... 10:00
Sunday
Pi7eaching at 7 p.m. on lit & 3rd
11:00 Ana.
Horning Service
Sundays
Iliestond and Fourth Sundays:
Preaching at 11 am on 2nd Sun.
Sunday School .... 10:41.1 a.m.
Preaching at 9,30 a.m. on 4th Sun
7:00 p.m.
orshlp Service
LYNN 0150EZ
HERRAY carucH Or
HET/IODISE- CHURCH
YU NAZARENE
TIM and TbSitir Sunday.:
South 18th and Plainview
9:46
Retylice
Worship
am
1000
Sundny School
Sunday School .... 10:46
11:00 am
Morning Worship
Second and Fourth Sunday:
TEMPLE HILL
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m.
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Morning Worshio
11:00 s m.
preac
h
MGM'S edit, ONETneM
a.m.
First tut:Third Sunders at 11
EXTBODuIT CIIIINCE
Preaching:
Sod 'and 4th Sundays at 9.30 a m. Phi* Sunday:
RUSSELLS CHAPEL
Sunday Schoot ... 10:00 a.m.
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH &mond Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m.
Preaching:
Worship Service ... 11:00 a.rn.
First and Third Sundays 9:30 a.m
Third Sunday:
Preaching:
Sunday
Ind 11.ntith Sundays at 11 am
'mirth Sunday:
ST. JOHNS EPISCOPAL
Worshl
,
CHURCH
Sunday School .... 10.46
Streets
Main & Broach
Tth • Poplar
9:30 a=
../iisindity School
carsicH Or CHRIST
10.30 AM
illAirning Worship .
Sunday
Holy Communion Each Third
9:45
BlIble. School
Sunday at 10:30
Worship Hour
10:40 stn.
lEening
Worship
II:00 a.m.
Cntracm OF JESUS CHRIST
OE LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Wayless held at 15th and Sycamore
NEW CONCORD'
10:00 am
NNW School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
IDALMIT
TARE THEIPLIB E
Bible names
&an.
"
D Worship & Preaching
1:0:0 err
SchoolPairrn001111rAl. CHURCH Of
1
CUM St Chestnut
p.m.
Elvesting Worship
10:00 A.M.
Simla!
11:00 A.M.
Wors
wembe w
imett:
Slagning
BAPTIST CHURCH
:30 P.M.
.
10.00 am
Sunday School
IINITEID PENTECOSTAL
Worship 11.00 a m and 7:00 p.m
CHURCH
•
THE CHURCH OP MSUS
ill Irwin Aves_
CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY
II AM
Banday Reboot
SAINTS
Sunday Evantrig Worship .. /P.M. Meeting held in the white chapel
CIIIIRCII
WEST MURRAY
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
OF CHRIST
METHODIST cwrilita
South 11th Street
(Formerly New Reste sad
Worst* -- 10E0 am.
Selphor Springs ChewHesiet
10:00
Worehtli .........- ORO pia Church School
11:00
Worship Service

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
inurstEr UNITED
Sunday School
.
10 am
METHODIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 am. Worship Service:
Evenfrig Worship ..
11.30 pm
11:00 arn 41k 7.0n p.m
MFRRAY CHRISTIAN
GREEN PLAIN CRUNCH
OF CHRIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
WOW Raft A Maple
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Bible School
1:30 a.m. Wed. Bible Study
91511 p.m.
Worship Service
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
'Myer trig Service
401 N. 12th Street
Rey. Martin Mattingly, pastor
UNITED PENTACOSTAL
Subday Hamel: I a.m.,11. a.nt. and
CHURtH
4:10 p.m,
New Concord on Hwy. 444
COLD WATER UNITED
Sunda.y School
10:00 am.
111111HODIST CHUSCH
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Jlat Raker, Pacts,
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
First
Sunday
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
Church School
10.00
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
ii 00
Training Union
. . 7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
1:00 p.m.
SCOTTS OR01211:111APTIST
NORTHIRIDE BAPTIST
Worship Service
Evening Sertioe

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

STEELING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH

arEs&i&Ei_t_

11:00 am
4:30 p.m.
7 30 pm

Morning Worship
Tra ning Union
Evening Worship

Worship Serviel
Training Union

10:00 tan.
4:10 p.m

ZMIRANVEIL MMISIOXARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

11:00 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
7:90 p.m.

-the

arrow

04K GROVE CUMBERLAND Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Training Union
11:00.
10:00 a.m. Evening Worship
Sunday SCh001
II:30 p.m.
a.m
11:00
Horning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
LOCUST GROVE
6:00 p.m.
••
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
CPTE
FIRST CHRISTIAN CE171C11
Kirksey, Kentucky
111 N. Fifth Street
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
•urday Night Service . 700 nm.
Worship Haul:
10:30 ..tn.
Evening Service
700 pm

local builder and
is vacationing in
assau and other
lama Islands this

before strict enhe ban. OffenirrebtecLwkitout
are liable- to a

...found a nesting place in the churl!, of
'
11
the early believers. That temple was a ,
reverent place where devoted souls could find
God. It had an outer court where all men
might come, followed by the Court of Israel,
which was open only to the Hebrews. In the
center was the Court of the High Priests.
It was dominated by the Altar of Sacrifice
where worshipers brought God their
best goods.
Every step they took in this approach was
more sacred. Yet a warm welcome within the
Altar awaited the little sparrow. Here she
could build her nest and raise her young
But oh, how much more important are
the children of God, than the life of a
sparroW. How wonderful that we too, can
enter the church and stand in
this holy place, sheltered by
the protecting love of a great God.
Welcome to church this week. He
welcomed the sparrow ...
He welcomes ou.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN

HAZEL BA/ TISI CHUSCIL
B. K. Winrheetrr, Pasts,
Rorer:1p
11:00 am.
Training 1..‘,.an
.
•• II:30 p.m.
Evening r.,rehin .. • 7.30 P.m.
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route 3 - Pottertown
Kerning Worship
Training Union
Evening IN °robin

11:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
4.10 tm.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
10:46
Evening Worship
5:00 Wag
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
CHURCH
Coati 14th sat Clissigehe Real

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHUISIII
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Ferries .. 7:00 "am.

eft

IGS

A. A

MATHS* CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
tee last Mulberry Street
Worship Service
Evening Worship .

rwritcri
OP CHRIST
106 North 15th Street

11 :00 a.m
7:00 p.m.

tilliACE BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Morn:Jig Worship .
Worship Service

. 1046 am.
'

7:e0

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Charles H. Moftett. Pastor
Church School
1:30 a.m.
Service of Worship .... 11:00 am.

- PALESTINE UNITED
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
PHU awn Hanle Streets
Sunday School at 10 a.m. except
Morning Worship
on 3rd Sunday at 11 am.
1:46 & 10:60 a.m. Preaching: Oat Sunday at 11 a.m.
KIRKPIEY BAPTIST CHURCH
3rd Sdnday at 10 am
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
MARTINI, CHAPEL 117712112D
7:30 p.m
Evening Worship
MITRODII1T CHURCH
MEMORIAL NAPTIST CHURCH
Worship Service
1:10 a.m.
Main Street at I•th
Chureti
School
11:110 A.11
9:40 a.m
Sunday School
10:60 a.rn
Morning Worship
SOUTH PLEASANT °HOVE
Evening Worship:
111:10 P.m. UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
(Scot-March)
10:46 a.m.
TAO p.m. Morning Worship
(Aarn-.Aug.)
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW isosnir Eiseman.
CHURCH
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHRISTIAN scrinscR
Sunday School ........15:10 R.M.
SERVICES
11:10
Morning 'Worship
Ave. and 17th Street
Farmer
a.m.
1i10
Worship
Evening
11:00 am
Sunday
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
11 .00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
:30 p.m
Evening Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a m
Morning Worship
•
'
7,...
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
CHURCH
CHRIST
OF
Sunday School
Hitrrov-Potterlowa Road
10 l'in.
Horning Worship
71' am. Sunday School ---- 10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 P.m. Prem.+ Inir .._..-_ 11:00 ann.
Newlin( Service --- 6:00 p.m.

1''I
sr.:.

JEHOVAH'S WITPUESSE•
107 North Fourth SLOW
George R. Bandarra
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a. m.
Watc.htower Study . . 10.30 a.m.
Evening Worship ...
6:30 a m- Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am.
Highway 444, New Conoord,

•
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Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Sunday School
.-....::-Morn ing Worship

•ti, IAv I.t.'
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Kattmekw r. ekieka

Southside Restaurant

"It's Finer -Lickin' Good"
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - illanquot Room Facilities
fee Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753-31112
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Colonial House SmorgasbOrd

A Friend -

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads • Meats
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays
fiwy. 641 Norti.
Phone 753 2700
.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
01117RCIT
16th & Sycamore
9: 45 a
'm. Sabbath School . . . .... 1 :00 p.m
. 2.00 p.r,.
8 ,30 IL.m• Worship Ser -

,

'

4r.P

.

tlI1

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH_
I V

\\

tii. i•Aiewe el lir
shwth Se ••••• Iss

Stokes Tractor 8 implement Co.

.

4
•

Shady Oaks
O
MBILE
NOME COURT
Mayfield Highway 121
Phone 753 5209

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Boone's Incorporated,
The Cleaner That

Interested In

You

Trenholm's Drive-in

Carroll Tire Service

•
Storey's Food Giant

Your Uri Royal Tire Dealer
*Block E, of S 12th

1105 Pogue

Air Conditioning - Heating
Service Through Knowledge
Commercial Refrigeration
802 Chestnut
Phone '753-8181

Bel Air Shopping algae

Phone 753-1489

Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th 8c Chestnut
Phone 753 2997

,
1K

Claude Vaughn

Murray Livestock Company

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer
501 N 4th
Phone 753 6168

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 753-4424
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-2221
North I2th teed •
'

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 753-5334

@OfiNi NA

Wm. E. Dodson, Owner

Cain 8 Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet - Gremlin
Top Qualify Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753 6448

Guy Spann
Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th Street

Phone 753-=1

,

Hogs &ought Daily
VUAmerican

•. . •

Real Estate Agency

Res 'dial - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots
and Lake Property - Bung- Selling - Leasing
518 W Main
Phone 753 7724

\,, /

t\R7i

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.O.
six N 4th St.
753 3251

At Its lest - Fine

1415 Main Street

Your Gulf Oil Dist.
South 2nd
Phone 753 3571

Murray Sport 8 Marine

Corvette 1..aries, Inc.
Bowling

Yesie Happy Ow/piping Store
114' So. 5th
753-3773

____ Lovett Brothers

Shirley Florist

'7" '

Ward 8 Elkins

0:3elk

718 South 4th

Ph. 753 7400

Boat Motel

Feed

$10 00 per month. 14 ft. Boat

Phone 7532201

Complete Service Shop

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753-4832
403 Maple

Dunn TV 42 Appliance
Sales and Service
Admiral - Tagfpan - Whirlohn1
118 South 12th
Phone 751637

641 Super Shell
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Open 6:00 a.m. - Close 12:00 p.m.
South 12th Street -Phone 753-9131

-•wittiamowapawt*

ax H. Churchill Funeral Home
'The Friencl!y Funeral Home"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen EquippeJ
311 No. 4th Street
Phone 753-4612

-

A Friend

Peck'sUphoistery Shop

..Palace

Drive-1n

Fire Points

Phone 753-7102

.

n
William A Jones. 0%ner 15 Years Experiece
Furniture Upholstered - We Pick Up & Deliver
Phone 753 7494
520 So 4th
,

.

Wayne Darnell Outboard
- Marine
Your Johnsen Meters Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplite
01 E at Murray Bait Co.
Phone 753 3734

.Grecian Steak House
TONI ANDREWS YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops • Setfood Plates - Sandwiches
pectals: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Ste k
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken • Fri., Fish
\,' 12th E‘t 641
Call In Order. to 751 4419

Bears Tune-Up 8
Carburetor Service Lifitiasie •Mailew doitfidtaddn Iv larva:srfamit-to 43e4e, for Cars eivorWitr- -, •

Tailpipe*

Serving Farm Famines Since 1130
Industrial Road
Phone 753 2924

.

Murray;Warehouse Corp., Inc.
. Grain
Division.
Holmes Lilis. Mgr.
E W. Outland. Supt
Phone 75'3 8210

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"For All Your ,Fes Mize, Needs"
Morro . IIK I
Phony 753 1933

Compliments or

•

Peoples.BMurray, Ky.

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Complete Banking Service Member FDIC
phone 753 :1231
500 M,iin
Branch Max So. 12th_ & Story 74 6655

Jobbers of Shell 011 Products

A Friend

West'Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp,,• iltcyrr.15-r-3012
'.''.--•-'''''-

..,
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Sholar's Auto Repair

Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at ( '11-a .5 is
Pill/f11' 7.5.1 4832

209 &nit li '7th

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
. -..._-: ' ''. .
-*. --- -111rfcrVits.:

-..........-.

\vrtittit .s:17S48 •

IrCid".1"1114111AIT"

..

Murray and Mayfield

Compliments of

Jas D. Clopton . Div

. _

-

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

National Hotel Building
Phone 753 1751

Neal Starks

.

MOBIL

HOME SALES
SAles and Serttice
.. :-..
'-..WA-36teeisaluo. Ass_ Dearbie Vettle Meilitlilf
-, lir Nolo' ut ‘i ,,,
1, , 7-ii#,:31

,

Susie's Cafe
.

, Lxriburst Risort
-

.

.ileilin=.2:66W/Pea

14-.'.-,
: CI: ".: 'A", ',7

C'..
1 ..;
-:
-.
g

:
sit*

Act .

5
41.1
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Second Annual Ann Hawkes
Scholarship Is Announced

Meet Herman S. Doi—

United States'_ First Ombuds-6an

Livelihood for a farruly. The oldest organization. Many are with me
the
Eugene C. Fish, Esq., Naafi in July 1968 to serve on
refuses to accept his opinion
son Gary, now a Sophomore at now that have been here for years
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1946 Dodge Coupe

Congratulations, Tommye Taylor!!!

This is the first series of Dodge cars
received by Tommye Taylor, 25 years

On Completing Your 25th Year With Dodge.

ago, when he began his business at
Taylor Motors.

owes maim
ROBERT a seccuany
.i PRESIDENT •NO GENERAL MANAGER

NDecember. 7; 1970

Taylor
Taylor Motors, Inc.
303 South 4th Street
2071
Murray, Kentuck

Mr. T. D.

Dear Mr. T
It gives m ,great pleasure to congratulate you
and your organization on your 25th anniversary
Dealers like you have.-znade
as a Dodge ,dealer.
the
RECEIVES PLAQUE-Mike Cordes. right) District Manager, Representative of Dodge Divisiai
of Chrysler Motors is presenting a plaque designating 25 years as a Dodge Dealer to J T. Taylor, the
original founder of Taylor Motors and Tommy(' Taylor, the president and general manager of the
firm. Grayson McClure. sales manager of the ear dealership is looking on from thr4eft.

We the following employees ot Taylor Motors wish to thank
you as President and General Manager for the privilege of
being associated with you through the years
We have found you always willing to listen to one of us with a
special need, whatever it might be and always willing to help.
We appreciate your always being willing to -dig in" with us
to help work out any problems that might exist whether it be'
internal or external with the organization We appreciate your
attitude toward our customers, many Of whom are our friends
and relatives We are not afraid to recommend the

Clifford S. Allen-Trurk and Equipment Preparation
Judy Bailey-Bookkeeping
Robert Saudi--Service Manager
A. C. Byars-Custodian
Walter Byars-Parts Manager
•
Ted C.atroll-Mechanic, Truck Specialist
William Champion-Truck and Equipment Specialist
Brent Cooper --Mechanic. Automotive Specialist
Stephen Douglass-Automotive Department
- • dobri.Emerne--Part Time Salesman
_
'Grogan-Parts Manager
Tommy Guthrie-Truck and Equipment Preparation
BenrF }taros-Truck and Equipment Specialist
James Lee Harmon--Office, Leasing. and Rental Manager
Max Hill --Truck ,and Eqwpment Specialist
Gary Hohman -Truck and Equipmevt Preparation
Walter Jenkins---Neehanic, Diesel Specialist
Bills'Iamb Truck and Equipment Soto ialist
Richard Manning-Track Driver- .
Rodnto Maskew-Autorriotive Deportment
-Winititeeping
NtintirMotelniff-.7

•

tee
'

Dodge-dealer body, the finest in the country.

In the near future yOuriLtogiOnSti Salea.Manager,
-Mr.' H. D. Mitchell. -will present you with a
beautiful plaque in recognition of your many
years an a- Dodge dealer.

organization to them because we know they will be treated
fairly.
, We appreciate your honesty and the fact we are never asked
to misrepresent anything to our customers in any way.

On behalf of all of us with whom you have been
•
associated over these past years. may I wish
l
mpre
succettsfu
.yetrmerd your organization many

AS A MATTER OF FACT-WE THE EMPLOYEES OF
TAYLOR MOLORS,INC.JUST THINK YOU ARE A PRETTY
DARNED GOOD FELLER!!! WE LOVE YOU TOMMWE
AND CONGRATULATE YOU ON 5 YEARS WITH DODGE
AND SINCERELY HOPE THE NEXT 25 WILL BE EVEN
BF7. TER!!!

Jerry Miller-Truck and Equipment Preparation Foreman
Lynn Mobley-Automotive Department
Dun McClure---Salesinan, Automotive
Grayson McClure-Sales Manager. Automotive
Daley G. McClure-Mechanic. Automotive Specialist
Don McCord-School Bus Sales Manager
- Ben Nix-Used Truck and Equipment Sales Manager
Marsha Osbron-Secretary
Rue Overby-Part-13w Salesman
Nelda Robinsolv-4ecrotary;
- Glen Rogets:-Trecit Department
Fuel Rose-New Car Service
James Lee Scolt-Ikads'Lubrication and Tire Departutig'
Billy Smock-Mechanic. Diesel Specialist
Gary Taylor-Truck Department
Alva :Thompson-New Car Service Crockett Thorpe-Head of Clean-up Department
Jimmy Wiggins-Mechanic, Thick Specialist
• Berrnith Wiggins-Mechanic, uck Specialist
t Parts aneriice
;Francis Willtersoritel_

PM,
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years.

Cordially,

/4.
This is one of the latest
series of Dodge cars now
available -at Taylor Motors.
Tommye D. invites you to
come by and see the
1971 Dodges.
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NBC To Splurge With
"Pearl
ibiley
Show" Starts January 23
eekts- TVTV CAMEOS: Pearl Bailey

idsman

accept Ms opini,,n
nbudeman may take
up with the governilature, or the newsIo and television.
:cessful, an onibuds1e secure in his peel.
use from political "
rid have status. To
he Hawaiian legisded htm with lengthy
six-year terrn. with
mt possible for an
wo six-year terms,,
',Dm political presbe removed from
Pars.aegloat -at, duty,
or disability by a
vote of the legislat session r, and a sal150 a year it add!! who refuses to coh his office may be

By JACK GAVER
NEW YORK (UPI)—NBC-TV
splurges with specials during
the new week's Tfrogramming.
The network provides a look
at new members of the U. S.
Senate, a Beethoven mass, the
return of the -experiment in
television" series, skater Peggy
Fleming in a Sun Valley exhibition, a documentary on wild
life preservation, a circu.s special and a program about color
for children.
Football's pro bowl game is
on CBS, as well as a special
giving various advice to children.
Andy Williams golf tournament is on ABC.
Highlights:

• • •
NESS of his office is
no authority to con-

Furthermore,onlike
h ombudsman and
s, it can not proses for illegal acts and
estigate matters on
lative, such as cases
the press,
mbudsmen, however
weapon for securing
bon lies in publicity
w press and through
he legislature
he major complaints
volved housing, en:
pollution', payments
and temporary ernprinel, highways, and/ety, public educa! activities of boards
Mons.
I have it You can
Hall," provided you
✓ legislature, county
q.s, city council or
iment body to„estabice of cirnbudaman__
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Icsrx•Tv

Cliseael 4
CBsiseel'S
Channel 8
,PRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

t OU Pe
i

)usiness at

TUESDAY

Tommy Smothers, Gwen VerSUNDAY
(don and the King Cousins musiThe CBS National Hockey cal group are on NBC's "The
League game at 1 pits Minne- Don Knotts Show" at 8.
sota against New York.
"Hee Haw" on CBS at 8:30
Milwaukee vs. Atlanta, pro employs George Jones, Tammy
basketball., ABC a1.,2.
Wynette and Billy Jo Spears.
- NBC has a 90-minute special -Movie of the Week" on ABC
at 3:30 consisting of a perform- at 8:30 has the new "The Fernance of Beethoven's Missa Sol- mist and the Fu," with Barerruns in the basilica, .of St. bara Eden, DaviciHartman and
Peter's in Rome that will have Jo Anne Worley. Comedy about
Pope Paul VI in attendance. a women's lib advocate and a
The first pro bowl game in brash cop who are forced to
which players of the American share an Apartment.
Football Conference oppose the NBC's movie at 9 screens
National Football Conference ts 1967's "Hour Of The Gun" staron CBS at 4 from Los Angeles. ring James Garner, Jason Ho"NBC Experiment in Televi- bards and Robert Ryan in a
sion" begins its fifth season, 5-6, western about the aftermath of
with a repeat of "What Color Is the celebrated shootout at the
The Wind?" documentary about 0. K. Corral in Tombstone.
three-year-old twin brothers,one "Marcus Welby, M.D." on
of whom is blind.
ABC at 10 offers "a passing of
' NBC News starts a new 6-6:30 torches." Complications beset
series called -"Comment!" with efforts of Dr- Weitry's patients
Edwin Newman as host. First to honor his long service.

ainta against courts,
ar's office and the

r, 25 years

program features four men who
recently left posts in the Nixon
administration—Dr. Daniel P.
Moynihan, James L. Farmer,
Dr. James E. Allen Jr. and LeonE.Panetta.NBCWorldPrerniere
at 9 offers the new "City beneath the Sea," with Stuart
Whitman, Robert Wagner, Joseph, Cotten, Richard Basehart,
James Darren and Sugar Ray
Robinson. Live in the 21st century involving an undersea pilot
project.
Carol Burnett's guests on her
CBS hour at 10 are Martha
Raye and ballet star Edward
Villella.

,
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"Time 'Travellers"
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Love, 'American Style
Love. American Style
News:
, Misr.; SPorts
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:00 Siatunen's HolitheY

:30 Ray Mears

:00 BaSketball
:30 Ole Miss vs.
:CO Georgia
:XI Basketball
.00 Basketball: ,
:30 UCLA vs.
:00 Notre DlIcna

:30 Basketball

:00 Wilburn Bros.
.30 Porter Wagoner

AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
Dastardly god Muttiey Wrestles,
Wrestling
Jetsons
Basketball
' Roller Derby
Basketball
Roller !Derby
Basketball
Snorts Challenge
Basketball
Pro Bowlers TOWf
Pro BOwlbrs Tour
•
CBS Golf Classic
Pro Bowlers Tow
CBS gait...Classic
Wide World M Sport!
Moyle:
Wide World of Spoils
"Howse of
Wide World of Sports
TelegraPh Hill"
Television Outdoors
Roger Mudd News

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
00 News: Wthr , Sports Nevis: Wthr . Sports Untamed World
Andy Willem
Mission: Impossible
Lawrence Welk
Ig
:00 Andy Williams
Mission: Impossible
Lawrence Witik
.ff
:30 Movie:
MY Three Sons
Pearl Bailey—„.
.
Pearl Bailey
:30 Movie
Mar* Tyler Moore
Young Lawyers
Movie
/Minnie
Young tairvers
:30 Movie
Maritlik
Hugh X. Lewis
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The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farrnirs and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the pc(11.01e who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
its a great arrangement. We end up
!ring owned and operated by the people
-who need-- and int —our-tiers/lee. So we.
know all abatis their special money needs.
Supplies, eijuipment, maintenance-,- extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income
Talk over your money heeds—any season of the year —with a smoroned money
.
1 at PCA
pro the T312!"

Jackspn Purchase Production
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753 5602
305 North 4th Street
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archists.
The CBS movie at 9 screens
1961's "Return to Peyton
Place," starring Carol Lynley
and Jeff Chandler in a drama
about a town's reaction to publication of a book about the
community. Not to be confused
with the "Peyton Place" video
series.)
"Dead Witness To A Killing"
is the fare on ABC's "Dan August"iitIO. Wife of an assistant
district attorney is murdered
when she threatens to expose a
member of her family as a
homosexual.
FRIDAY
NBC preempts "The High
Chaparral" at 7:30 p.m. for a
speeial, "Highlights of Ringling
Bros. and Barnum rtz Bailey
Circus." Actor Jack Canidy is
the ringmaster. A preview of
the new 102st edition of "the
Greatest Show an. Earth."
"The Nam,e of the Game" on
NBC at 8:30 offers "the Man
Who Killed a Ghost." Players
include Robert Wagner, Janet
Leigh, Kim Stanley, Lex Barker, Lurene Tuttle and David
Hartman. A famous cowboy actor is found to be less heroic
than his screen image.
The CBS.movie at 9 screens
1965s "The Rounders," starring Glenn Ford and Henry Fonda as a pair of itinerant wranglers in a comedy western.
-Strange Report" on NI3C'at
10 has "Grenade—What Price
Change" Campus protest rally
involves use of grenades from
a mysterious source.

SATURDIg
NBC preempts "Hot Dog"
and "Jambo" for a noon - I
p.m, presentation of "Super
Plastic Elastic Googles," an explanation of color for youngsters. Seven new -songs are
sung by the Googles quartet.
"CBS Golf Classic" at 4 pairs
Grier Jones and John Milleragainst Sam Snead and Gardner Dicksinon if a first-round
match,
"ABC's Wide World Of
Sports" at 5 has the national
figure 4kating championships in
Buffalo, N. Y.
ABC has play on late holes of
the third round of the Andy
Williams San Diego Open golf
tourney, 5-6.
Don Adams, the Lennon Sisters and Al Hirt are Andy Williams' guests on his NBC hour
at 7:30.
Pearl Bailey's guests on her
ABC hour at 8:30 are Lucille
Ball, George Kirby and Sergio
Mendes and his Brasil '66 musical group.
NBCts movie at 8:30 screens
1965's "Operation Crossbow,"
starring Sophia Loren, George
Peppard and Trevor Howard in
a World War II spy drama (announced for last Nov. 28 and
postponed).
Adv for Jan. 23 or thereafter-
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AS MISS Baile‘walked a
block between Broadway and
the restaurant, dodging sera
and buses before gaining the
sidewalk, she turned many an
Pearl Bailey stresses variety in making up the guest
oncoming
head. As people
list for her new ABC Saturday night series. Show's format
walked toward her, they would
will include cooking, philosophizing, and vaudeville.
slow up, squint for a closer
look, and then mumble to each
other, "That's Pearl Bailey!" j4- life, and a down to earth aside for informal chats beThen she'd smile and acknowl- quality without concern for her tween the host and guests. Duredge their recognition.
stardom, which should be re- ing discussions of the current
'Once inside the restaurant, flected in her program.'
events, avoiding provocative ispeople were somewhat surprised
Pearl did mention her idea sues to concentrite on what
to see a real show business ce- was .to combine cooking, phil4 Pearl calls "the Americana, the
lebrity there, even though it's osophizing, and shades-of vaude- funny things," Miss Bailey will
the chance of just such an en- ville within the shew's format. zonduct business from a seated
counter that prompts many peo- The interest in vaudeville might. position atop "Mr. Chair." Not
ple to go to Sardis in the first be traced- to Pearl's early days just any piece of furnitue, 'Mr.
place. -Pearl noticed the atten- in the busineE when she start- Chair" was given to Pearl by
tive and complimentary longs ed -as a young-girl, singing'The Ptesidea Nixon last "April -10
and admitted that it was very Talk of the Town" and "Poor luring-0M of her frequent visits
nice. But she would prefer it Butterfly" in amateur and vst• to the White House, which she
if people didn't put her on a riety shows in Philadelphia., novaamiliarly
refers to as "The
pedestal, "I have no more place, theaters.
House."
in life than anybody else." But
• • •
'
• • •'
she does know what she wants
ALTHOUGH Pearl's plans
THE SHOW %vitt be her deto be doing in life. "Pearl is might have roots in vaiideville,
but in a weekly network series.
Pearl, the entertainer." And she she was thinking of a few deBut ABC is confident it will
adds, "Everyone in that audience partures, as evidenced by the
prove a duplicatisa_of her sucmeans something' to- me." .-Inclusion of cooking onosophy. cess on the stage. The January,
-4.- 4 4.
•
dipresent
the
to
*mai
Pearl
*13rd premiere iS in keeping
PEARL'S walking through verse worlds "of baseball play- with the network's New
Year's
traffic and her reluctance to be ers, diplomats, and people of all
resolution to offer its viewers
doted over offer an excellent professions," not to mention her
the best in programming this
preface to any remarks she own world of entertainment.
year. Not an empty promise
would make about her upcomIn addition to tlie,perferming either."The Pearl Bailey Show"
ing show. Both seem to thEic
segment of •-rtig Pearl Bailey) promises good things ahead in
an easinetni, an eageimess to
Show," there V0111 be time set the new year.
_
sirihnied by King Feature. Syndics
-

In Memphis Stay at
SHERATON MOTOR INN
With 110 beautifully decorated moms. Right across the
street from Baptist Hospital and Memphis Medical
Center. Swimming Pool.

The food is exquisitely prepared and served in the congenial atmosphere of the NmuldW Prime Rib Raxm
and at popular prices.
Entertainment nightly in the Beale Street East Lounge.
Banquets,. sales meetings, conferences are welcome at

the Sheraton and receive special attention in the beautiful, spacious Olympic and University Rooms.

For reservations ()teetering call 800325-3535 in
Memphis, Tennessee

889 Union at East on
tt;S.14Viajl 64770;79

SHERATON MOTOR INN
UM THE HEART OF THE MEDICAL CENTRE)
Plenty, Plenty Parking

Mignitleient Hospitality
•
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come out 0
of the cold...
install

electric heat

Beat old man 'winter at his own game.
I-teat with electricity. Aan electric heating system gives you complete'control
of indoor temperatures.
Electric heat eliminate-scold spots in
halls, bathroorns, back bedrooms:and
storage areas. Reaches into remote
corners, warms evenljt for maximum
Comfdrt.

Get one up on old man winter, Install
fresh, clean electric heat for the ultimate in winter comfort.
ELECTRICITY
DOES IT BEST!
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Miss Bailey had just flown in
from the Hollywood Palace in
California to confer with ABC
executives in New York and
talk with the press about her
new series, "The Pearl Bailey
Show." During a break in a Ion:
schedule of interviews th..
morning, Pearl decided on lunch
at Sardi's, the popular theater
district eatery she frequented
during her successful stay in
the neighborhood in "Hello,
Dolly!"
•
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RUDYARD KIPLING more
or less told us to walk with
kings without losing the common touch. An example of what
Kipling had in mind could have
been seen from a particular
New York midtown corner a
few weeks ago. A.3 cars and
buses becs.ne bogged down in
noontime traffic, a limousine
door opened and out stepped
Pearl Bailey, who if she hasn't
walked with kings has definitely
walked with and sang for presidents.
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By BILL DUNN

IIEDNESDAY
('BS preempts "The Storefront Lawyers" at 7:30 for a
special, "Kids! J Things To
Know About Health, Sex and
Growing UP." Seven experts
give advice to pre-teen and early teenage groups.
Part II of "The Country Music Story" fills the Johnny Cash
hour on BAC at 9. Farm
Young, Kitty Wells, Webb
Pierce and Minnie Pearl are
some of the guests.
NBC's "Kraft Music Hall" at
9 has the "roast" -of comedian
Jerry Lewis by the Friars Club,
with Jack Carter in charge.
NBC preempts the "Four-InOne" skein at 10 for a documentary special about control
and preservation of wildlife,
''Man's Thumb on Nature's Balance." THURSDAY
Bill Cosby, Nancy Wilson and
rlaudine Longet are guests on
NBC's "The Flip Wilson Show"
at 7:30 p.m.
The "Ironside" drama on
NBC at 8:30 is "The Target."
Earl Hooliman guest stars as an
ex-con whose hopes for a new
life are menaced by some in-
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Barometer Baffle You
• Don't Let That New,
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Funeral Held Today
For T. H. Brandon

Quotes

From The
Continued From Page Ow)
Brotherhood member of the was read over WNBS.
The funeral for T. H.(Tilmo
My name did not appear 011 that Brandon of Murray Rapt Six
Order of the Arrow Lodgea491He
attended Philmont Scout Pttinch document because I could not was held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
effect the weather? To know this,
attend the meeting and was not chapel of the Blalcok-Coleman By United Press International
in New Mexico in 1968.
LEXINGTON, KY.-So Aunt
you first need to know a little
Steve Porter is the son of Mr. asked afterwards to sign it.
Funeral Home with Rev. Jerrel WASHINGTON-Newmark
Mildred and Uncle Feed gave you
low
and
high
something about
I want it thoroughly understood -White and Rev. Thomas Perkins Mayor Kenneth A. Gibson,
Porter of 718
William
Mrs.
and
a barometer for Christmas.
pressure areas-and frontal
Fairlane Drive. Porter is an by the people of this county and officiating.
lAzioks nice, you say, but what the
describing his city as the first in
systems.
Active pallbearers were G. T., America likely to go under
instructor in Troop 77 of the First adjacent counties that I am
do?
it
does
devil
systemlow-pressure
In a
A barometer is nothing more
Christian Church. He will opposed to the modern dance, not Howard. John, Joe, and Jack because of decay:
where the pressure in one region
the rank of Eagle scout only in CCHS but in Murray High randon, and Bill Crouse. -1 caution you: do not
complete
than a weighing scale-but in
is less than the pressure in
and is an Ordeal School and all other Schools. Honorary pallbearers were Guy misunderstand tije implications
stead of weighing potatoes or
areas-winds near in February
surrounding
Order of the Against this evil, as well as all Lovins, Burman Parker, Dock of urban decay and collapse. As I
the
of
member
unions, it weighs air. An aneroid
counthe surface circulate in a
other evils, I have preached in Boggess, V. 0. Shelton, Gil have said many times before,
499.
Lodge
Arrow
barometer-the type most often
direction and tend
presented as gifts-contains a terclockwise
Larry Robinson is the son of this section of the country and all Hopson, and Otis'Lovins.
"Wherever America's cities are
center
the
toward
spirally
flow
to
Don Robinson of 808 others where I have preached, for
was in the Elm-Grove going, Newmark will get there
bellows-like, air-tight metal
Mrs.
Burial
and
Mr.
lowa
of
of the low. The passage
chamber from which aiost of the
18th Street. He is the scribe of about thirty-five years and shall Cemetery with the arrangements first.' ,'
pressure system is usually ac- N.
Methodist continue to do so the Lord being by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
air has been removed. As the
inclement Troop 45 of the First
by
companied
holds the rank of my helper.
outside air pressure rises or
He
Home.
Church.
LOS ANGEtFS-Hippie leader
other
and
weather, cloudiness,
I mailed a letter of protest to
falls, the chamber contracts or
Brandon,age 75, died Thursday Charles Manson, accused in the
Eagle Gold Palm, God and
conditions.
stormy
treasurer and the Calloway County School at 4.15 a.m. at the Murray- Tate-Labianca killings, in a
expands. This reaction a is insystem- Country, and is
dicated by a needle on the face of A high-pressure
member of the Board about two weeks ago.
Calloway County Hospital. He "press
Brotherhood
blaming
release"
region
one
in
where the pressure
Lodge 499. He The purpose of this letter is not was a retired farmer, a member Americans for not showing him
the barometer-and by using
Arrow
the
of
Order
in surrounding
than
greater
is
these readings, you can try your
Philmont Scout Ranch to set forth reasons why I oppose of the Polar Spring Baptist compassion:
winds near the sur- attended
hand at a bit of amateur weather areas-has
in 1970 and the National Jam- the modern dance. If one feels Church, and a veteran of World "Mr. and Mrs. America-you
clockwise
circulate
face which
forecasting.
boree in Idaho in 1968. The disposed to argue the issues, I War I.
are wrong. I am not the king-offlow spirally outward from
However, A. Ben Elam, and
contingent at the shall be happy to oblige him. An
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. the-Jews nor am I a hippie cult
Japanese
high-pressure
A
center.
the
climatologist at the University of
National Jamboree in Idaho gave appointment can be arranged. Betty Phillips Brandon; two leader. I am what you have made
system usually brings fair
Thanks for your kindness, sons, Hobert and Hubert Brandon me and mad dog devil killer field
Kentucky Agricultural Ex- weather,
but in the summer, hot, Robinson a special invitation to
periment Station, cautions that,
Henry Hargis of Murray; two brothers, Bur- leper is a reflection of your
Jamboree
World
13th
the
attend
conditons can manifest
306 So, 12th.St. nett and Issac Brandon of society."
as a weather predictor the humid
and have
such as in their country
disturbances
local
barometer has been greatly
Murray,Ky. Calloway County; four grandcorresponded regularly.
or thunderstorms in
overrated. In fact, the traditional showers
Don Burchfield is Comchildren, Miss Debra Kay
WASHINGTON-Sen. Robert
pressure.
high
of
areas
weather words-rain, change,
Brandon; Miss Carol Brandon, C. Byrd, who defeated Sen.
missioner of the Choctaw Dear Mr. Williams:.
_atin
drop
large
and
rapid
A
and fair, which appear on many
of the Arrow
I am writing this letter con- Jimmy Brandon, and Mrs. David Edward M. Kennedy for assistant
pressure signals the District, Order
barometer dials-are unreliable. mospheric
a recreation derning the issue over a senior ( Paula Palmer; one great Senate Democratic leader, when
and
advisor,
lodge
low-pressure
a
of
approach
A barometer reading at any
Tennessee Valley prom at Calloway High.
grandson, Charles Allen'Palmer. asked if it was not macabre to
and-or the movement planner for the
given time and at only one system,
Land Between the
in
Authority
base his strategy upon the proxy
old
years
an
18
Being
having
system.
high-pressure
of a
location is of little use to a away
vote of dying Sen. Richard B.
for the ap- Lakes. He will serve as one of the recently attended the juniortrue
is
opposite
The
weatherman. The important
eleven senior prom at my own school, I
READY TO GO-The Apollo 14 rocket rises majestically
Riissell:
system. 44. adults assisting the
pressure
high
a
of
proach
thing to watch, Elam says, is the
attending from Region 4, know by experience what an
troops
its launch pad at Cape Kennedy, with the goal
from
you
votes,
count
you
"When
is
pressure
low
of
barometric tendency-that is, the A trough
Ohio,
Kentucky,
includes
which
beaming
brightly from 240,000 miles or so beyOhil. The
win."
t.0
count
enjoyable and memoralaait went
associated with a cold front,
i Continued From Page One i
pressure rising or falling, and often
final countdown fcr the Jan. 31 launch runs from g a.m.
rellatively cold and West Virginia.
a prom can be. I look upon the
of
mass
a
where
how fast. Most weathermen
G. W. Hayden, local scout prom as one of the important was born December 4, 1917 and KANSAS CITY, Mo.-Dr: Jan. 25, and includes 102 hour, with five rest periods.
against a mass
usually obtain the barometric air is advancing
said that "these young events in my life-and I know my three members of her family died Wallace D. Graham, former
executive,
air. In this
pressure tendency by comparing of warmer, moist
men are about to experience one classmates feel the same.
Now You Know .
of pneumonia, two on December President Harry S. Truman's
and
shift
will
wind
the
event,
readings taken every three
of the highlights of their lives." In my opinion, the students 23 and one on the
21st of personal physician. commenting
By United Press International
trough
the
as
fall
will
essure
Pr
hours.
on Truman's condition following
Cambodians refer to their
as it moves
should be given some con- December.
Why do these pressure changes approaches, then rise
his hospitalization for stomach
country as Khmer although the
sideration in this matter. I think a
away. Many times the advance of
pains:
term Cambodia has been used in
senior in high school is old enough
the cooler air which attends the
to know if he can behave himself Judge Jones recounts his ex- "The Atuation is not alarming. Federal State Market News European languages since the
passage of a cold front brings
16th Century andterives troin the
or not. If he wants a prom bad perience in 1917. He had bought a I expect to run tests and will have Service
with it shower-type precipitation
20 land of Kambu, the country's
January
enough to fight for it and to go new Dodge and it was in a small more information when results Wednesday
followed by a drop in temMayfield,'Ky. .
legendary founder.
through all of the planning and shed and there was no such thin are available."
peratures.
Farmers Livestock Market:
When a mass of relatively
decoration, surely he'll behave as anti-freeze then. He was
Poise Duncan of Dexter Route himself in the end.
Livestock weighed on arrival.
CHARMER IS SNAKELFSS
traveling around Princeton and
warm air advances against a
Cattle this week 457
RAPID CITY, S. D.(UM-A
Mr. Beasley, if you could just Marion when the big snow came
receding mass of cold air, it One died this morning at 1:55 at
go-go dancer called "Lovey" told
Calves this week 30
constitutes a warm front. A fall in the Murray-Calloway County feel the excitement in the air and he was worried about his new
Compared to last week: police her 'partner in. her night
pressure, which becomes more Hospital. He was 81 years of age. while the prom is being planned Dodge. With all the snow and zero
The deceased was a member of and know how much these temperature, he was sure the
Slaughter cows steady to strong, club act was missing after a lateThe 28th traffic accident report rapid as the front nears, is
slaiiihter bulls, calves, and night party in her motel room.
for the month of January in the usually observed. The approach the Pentecostal Church, east of students look forward to a night Dodge was ruined. When he
vealers steady, feeder steers and
Police said they suspect one of
city of Murray was filed by the of a warm front is usually ac- Almo. He was born August 20, with all of their classmates and finally got home he checked on it
the guests abucted the partnerinvestigating officers of the companied by cloudiness and 1889, and his parents were the teachers near for the last time, and the only thing wrong was the Three local persons have been heifers 2.00-3.00 higher.
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Checking up on welfare
I

At a time when many people are
claiming an absolute "right" to a welfare check, the U. S. Supreme Court
ruled this week that the taxpayers have
some welfare rights of their own.

44/46

A

..‘

In a 6-to-3 decision, the court upheld a New York state regulation which
requires a caseworker to visit the
homes (four times a year) of families

6 1133
.

r:

that the taxpayers have a right to know

11011111r :41111P..
"
111
••'•

receiving aid to dependent children.
THE ISSUE CAME to the Supreme
Court because a welfare mother in New
York City refused to admit a caseworker to her home, citing among other
things the constitutional protection
against "unreasonable searches and
seizures." A lower federal court agreed
with her.
But the high court, in an opinion
written by Justice Harry A. Blackmun,
pointed out what should be obvious.-

Public
Members of Senior Girl Scout Troop 68 are pictured while at work at the Calloway County
routine of
Library. The girls conate several hours each week assisting the staff in their regular
Jennifer
duties. The girls are, left to right, Melodie Cunningham, Rhonda Garland, Ginger Flora,
Nancy Utterback.
Outland, Beth Wilson, and Cindy Cannon, standing in back, Gina Starks and
is the Rowlett
Another Murray landmark shown in the background through the large plate window
home and apartments.

improvement in 1971 "is tainted
by excessive caution," Abraham & Co. believes. "Business
will be more vigorous in the
second half than is now
generally expected," the comNEW YORK (UPI) -The pany says. The firm predicts
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average will break out of the
850 range "well before midyear."
The rapid slide in interest
rates, the "knuckle-rapping" by
the administration on the steel
iiicé boosts, the proposed
liberalized depreciation guidelines, and the possible federalcity revenue sharing all add up
to an optimistic market outlook
for F. I. du Pont, Glore Forgan
& Co. Despite the Inevitability
of corrections, the firm says
these "four relatively new but
important developments point
to a further rise in the stock
market ... in the months
ahead."

how their money is being spent.
Admittedly, entry into a private
home is a touchy question.
But it's hard to accept the logic of
Justice William 0. Douglas when he
argues that the mother would have
been treated differently "if she ran a
small factory geared into the Pentagon's procurement program" or "if (she
were) a prominent, affluent cotton or
wheat farmer receiving benefit payments for not growing crops:"

rilkor ifwel
th

le

ANYONE WHO RECEIVES public
monies--whethlr he's a defense contractor, a wealthy farmer or a welfare
mother-is subject to examination.
This doesn't mean snooping in the
hallways or barging into bedrooms in
the middle of the night. But it does
mean following the tax dollar to make
sure it's wisely and necessarily spent.

ii

us.in
Taxpayers Ask IRS
0

This column of questions and answers on federal
"tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers. "
Q) The IRS says it will figure the tax for more people
this year. Who can take advantage of the offer?

use when I report my maid's
wages for the fon*th clutrter,?.
A) The combined
percent, 4.8 percen each for
yee, and
employer and e
should be uyd when filing
yOur Fo
Quarterly Report on ousehold Employees,
for
e months of October,
November and December. The
.-deadline for filing and paying
the tax is February 1, 1971.
Note that the rate goes up
effective January 1, 1971 from
4.8 percent to 5.2 for both employers and employees.

,V
Q) I have income frtlm a
farm I own as well,,z from a
part-time job. Dr-I tome under the filing,-'provisions for
farmers?'
A 'ou do if at least twpds of your gross income is
rom your farm operations. If
that is the case and you do not
Ale a declaration of estimated
income tax by January 15, you
should file your tax return and
pay the entire tax_ due by
March 1 to avoid a penalty.
Other taxpayers not qualifying as farmers have until February 1 to file their final returns and pay the tax due, in
place of' payingthe last quarterly estimated tax installment
or filing and paying an esti-'
mated tax declaration due January 15.
Taxpayers who do not have
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to file declarations, such as
those whose withholding equals
or exceeds their tax due, have
until April 15 to file their returns.

) Up -to 30 million taxpayers may have IRS compute
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DEAR PORT: Confront her with the
Anyone who would steal,
over.
them
hand
to
her
expect
would probably lie.

UP
etyrn If
interelt

(co.
00 OFFICES

POSTAGE PERSONALITIES

DEAR ABBY:
A Washington lady with brains
Hoards worn-outs, antiques and remains.
Old beaux who bemoan it
Had "better condone it
swains.,
tami changing, she opts for new
•
CUCAMONGA
IN
GRAPES
SOUR
lsigned1 .
better if you get It off
What's your problem' N'ou'll feel
I,os Angeles. Cal.
697011.
Roe
your chest. Write to ARM'.
stamped. addressee
enclose
reply
personal
a
For
11•1119.
Wedding."
Oirktkirs-beeklet--"IMIne Vane a tovety
90041
cal
Aisgetes
t
toed SI Is Abby. llos'elt/N,

Birthday of
WOLRIANG AMADEUS

-M02.ART
Aastriar Composer
fam-oos for his Symphonies.
'Operas, end Chamber Music

>9

A) Yes. The income tax
surcharge rare for 1970 9
percent.

My teener& son corned
enough 'honey in 1970 to owe
tax-Won* Jhat mean I will lose
my exemption for him?
_
'A) Not necessarily. As long
as your son is • full-time Student at least five months of the
or was under 19 at year
end, the amount of his earnings ...ill not affect his dependaZet
• itependeney tests, support for
instance, must be met
14) Wind las rate should I

-

All Fall and 47
Winter Merchandise
Must Go!!
Few Days Only!!
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Hal Had Doubts When Offered New Series
v

REAL ESTATE FOR, SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

INCOME PROPERTY; nice
three bedroom brick home,living
room and bedrooms carpeted,
den and kitchen combination,
utility room with glass sliding
doors leading on to a 30 x 10 ft.
patio. Downstairs a private
entrance to a three bedroom and
bath upstairs, running water in
each apartment. Air conditioned
and electric heat. Rooms rent for
$180.00 per month. Located at
1603 College Farm Road, block
from campus Phone 753-7377.
J23C

TIFF SALE: 4-ply nylon white
sule,,all, premium grade, wrap
around tread design. Federal
excise tax included on all prices.
650x13-$17.85.
775x14-$21.23..
825x14-$22.09.
855:14-$23.63.
815x15-$22.09.
845x15-$23.63.
900x15-$25.07. 4-ply Polyester
white sidewall; 885x14-$26.37.
845x15-$25.25. 6-ply pick-up truck
tires premium traction; 700x15$28.80. Compare price and
quality. You can't beat Uncle
Jeff's.
J27C

625 BALES of extra good jap hay,
$1.00 per bale delivered. Also 65
head weaning pigs. Phone 4355311.
J23P

1965, 10 x 55 Liberty Mobile home.
Air conditioned, carpeted, furnished, underpenned, natural
gas, excellent condition, $3200.00.
14A Shady Oaks,753-9519. J23P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REDUCED $4,000. This extra
nice house and income property
near M. S. U. It's really priced to
sell. Three rooms to rent plus
extra large house to live in. Two
SET OF custom made cattle
baths, three bedrooms, living
racks for late model Dodge
room, kitchen. Must see to appickup. Phone 753-2350.
J23C 350 to 400 Bales of Clover Hay. preciate. Central heat
& air,
Phone 435-4929 anytime.
J23P humidifier, complet
ely
THRASHED JAP straw, 35c per
remodeled and sharper than
bale. See Clovis Byerly, Pot- TWO END tables, coffee tables most
new houses, aluminum
and two lamps. Phone753-7520.
tertown road. Phone 753-4733.
trim.
J23P
J .
The serious looking Hal Holbrook plays the part of Senator Hays Stowe
FULL PRICE $6,900. Three
USED TELEVISION, $20.00.
in the political segment of the NM dramatic series, "The Bold Ones."
FENDER P.A. and Reverb, Carpet, baby crib, childs record bedroom house, 2 acres of land,
outbuilding, only one mile from
had changed his •opinion, be- in diverse stories. And the senby SILL DUNN
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, $525.00. Vox Super Beatle am- player, nice used clothing,
sizes 7 town.
HAL HOLBROOK is one man coming a great advocate for ator segment in particular is a FANTASTIC ONE of the very 6conamical, Blue Lustre
plifier,
carpet
$600.00.
and
9.
Gibson
All
reasonabl
Saturn
e.
Phone 767
who says he likes to work con- "The Bold Ones." "I enjoyed fertile area. The individual stor- nicest new owner occupied
(built cleaner. Rent electric shampooer amplifier, $200.00. Phone 753- 6105.
J23P 123 ACRES of good
stantly. Like most actors, he is the television series more than ies sound like the lead items to live in)
farm land. 13
homes
$1.00
Big
at
in
K.
Murray
4672.
J23C
eager to land a part in a suc- I thought I would. It's very ex- from the evening news. The emJ23P
acre corn base, 242 acre- tobacco
Westside.
)
Three
large
cessful television series, which citing."
phasis is on current and perti23" COLOR console television,
base, good livable house, tobacco
bedrooms, each with tile bath.
Part of the conversion can be nent issues.
would offer a degree of security
REMNANTS IN stock, 30 to 40
$235.00. Phone 753-7112.
J23C barns. Worth the money.
TWO 10x50 Mobile Homes, One
In a profession not known for traced to the show's wellThe series is meant obviously Large living, dining, kitchen and
its stability of employment. And planned shooting schedule and to be an entertainment But Hal den areas, central heat and air. per cent off. Montgomery-Ward, 1966 and one 1967. Both air con510 West Main Street.
Jan.25C ditioned. One has electric
then last spring, NBC ap- production. The doctor, lawyer, also sees an informational and All
FOUR BEDROOM house with
modern refinements on
heat,
AUTOS FOR SALE
proached Hal with an offer of a and senator segments were done educational aspect to'it. In his bcautifully
P,-2 baths, carpet and eye level
extra large lot. Eight rooms in all
landscape
d
lot.
BIRCH WALL cabinets, com- oven.
part. His first reaction was independently of one another part of the series, the viewer ALSO
Both in excellent condition.
and is located near city limits.
TWO land bargains are 75
skepticism. which is surprising and each accounted for eight Is shown the human side of a
pletely finished and ready to
wooded
Phone 436-5862 or 753-7410. J25C 1968 IMPALA COUPE,307 motor, House needs a little work but for
acres
near Kentucky install. Provincia
in light of his avowal for work. episodes. "The main thing about senator confronted by the chaltwo door hardtop, white
l style. Ideal for
Lake for $7500.00, and a 75 acre
vinyl the price on this one you can't go
NBC's idea was a series with- eight shows, there's a better lenging and at times overutility room or garage. Phone
MOBILE HOME, 60 ft. with roof, factory air and power. wrong.
in a series. Holbrook was to chance for eight quality scripts; whelming responsibilities of farm West of Kirksey for 753-9705.
Phone
J25C
753-2521.
furniture and lot. Good condition.
J22C
play a dedicated U.S. senator in the end ts always in sight." In elective office. The show offers $8750.00.
episodes delving- Into the world many other series, the deadline insight into the world of poli- FOR INCOME TAX service and
Located on Kentucky Lake. Must
NEAR DOWNTOWN-This extra
CONSOLE STEREO with stereo
of politics and Washington, and commitment to 24 episodes tics. Hal himself said, "I learned for information on
nice three bedroom, two bath
these and AM-FM radio, $80.00. Phone 753- be sold at once. Will be open
areas largely unexplored in net- causes writers to forte scripts, a good deal of what senators many multiple
Satirrday and Sunday. Phone 436house. In excellent condition, has
listed properties 9516 after 5:00p.m.
work series. Holbrook's segment submitting them without neces- go through."
J25C =6after 8:00 p.m.
air conditioning, carpeting,
J25C
Hal finds "The Bold Ones" call C.O. Bondurant Realty and
would alternate with unrelated sary rewrites.
• • •
draperies, and other extras.
not only politically enlightening Tax Service. Phone 753-9954 or
episodes about doctors and lawAS FOR the scripts in "The but theatrically valuable. Play- 753-3460.
Priced to sell.
yers. The only unifying link
J23C FRONT WADING portable dish- AKC REGISTERED White
would be the show's tiUe, "The Bold Ones," Hal is well satis- ing Senator Hays Stowe has
washer. Slightly damaged. Big German Shepherd puppies, -9
Bold ones," and the same pene- fied. Asked if they were of the fered Hal a Change from his
EXTRA EXTRA nice four
Savings.
Dunn's TV & Ap- weeks old. _Quite rare. One
FOR
SALEOR TRADE
trating look into the three dif- relevant variety, he cringed and popular characterization of
bedroom brick-Has 242 baths,
pliances, South 12th St.
J22C regular color, about nine months
ferent worlds, explored through said. "I hate the word relevant. Mark Twain,- which he estiold. Call or see Howard G. Bucy,
eight rooms in all, fireplace
the conflicts and adventures ef The point is, television should mates he has done over 1.500 1966 CHEVROLET pick-up truck,
central heat and air, carpeting,
J28C
MOBILE HOME in excellent 753-1861.
their bold, progressive leaders. be relevant all along." The hack- times. His success in the series 6 cylinder, power
steering, low 1965
neyed use of the word recently, has proved his theatrical versabuilt in applianees, utility, double
• • •
condition
with furniture and air
mileage,
long
wheel
base.
Real
in Hal's opinion, seems to imply tility and independence from the
FULL BLOODED Collie pups,
garage. Sharp in every way. See
HAL recalled thinking it would that television Is admitting
good condition. Model 1400 conditioner. Phone 753-7930. J22C
that Twain role.
four months 'old. Rea-mnably
it now before it gets away.
not work. While it sounded fine it only just
Winchester '12 gauge modified
• • •
priced. Phone 436-2368.
In &a NBC conference room, he where before itbecame relevant,
J25C
choke
BALDWIN
PIANOS
missed the mark.
shotgun.
and
organs,
28
HE
STUDIO
inch
has
closed down
barrell.
doubted the success of putting Hal thinks that's an unnecesWINTER PRICE on this neat
for this season with the com- Phone 753-1277 days or 753-5175 rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
1967 NOVA Super Sport, 32:, 3
It all together, while maintain- sary, self-defeating appraisal.
lake house. Has 3 bedrooms,
SELF
CONTAI
NED
pletion
Cree
of
shooting.
nights.
purchase.
to
Used spinet pianos
Hal has bespeed transmission. Phone 753ing high quality scripts dealing
J23C
living room, kitchen, bath.
Hal would rather leave that gun considering • movies and
and organs. Lonardo Piano camper on 69 Chevrolet one ton 2853.
with mature material. Hal. on for others to worry about.
J23P Electric
thinking ahead to - _
But
at, fireplace, water
plays,
is
but
pickup,
automatic
transmission
Company, "Your Complete
hindsight, admits that his first speaking of "The Bold Ones,"
system. It's a steal if bought
suspicions .were totally wrong. he mentioned that the format the return of "The Bold Ones." NICE BRICK home in Mucray. Music Store." Paris, and Martin, and power. By owner. Phone 436- 1964 FORD custom 500,
Audiences too will be anticipatV8,
By the time the last 347330de of three series in one gives
J25P automatic transmission, 4 door. before fishing season.
J22C 2320.
the ing another season of much WeIllocated. Will sell or trade for Tennessee.
was completed October 2$, he
a
farm.
If
thaw s buiit-in freedom to worlui needed intelligent topical
interested, write to Box,
Very clean. $725.00. Phone 753drama. 32-i,
BUY NOW and rent this apartMurray,Kentucky.
1900 BALES Timothy and Clover FURNITURE FOR living room, 8880.
J
J231? ment house next semester.
Has
hay. 70c per bale. Call John kitchen and bedroom. Phone 753three apaiRtnents, completely
Rayburn, Benton, Kentucky 527- 9605 between 5:00 and 6:00 p.m. 1962 PONTIAC. Phone 753furnished. Potential income of
J28C 2358.
9129 after 5.00p.m.
J22P
J23C over $200 per month. Full price
SPECIAL SALE on AKC White 40' TELEVISION antenna, $30.00. 1959 VOLKSWAGEN. Phone 489- $13,750. Owner will finance.
Toy Poddle puppies. Also one Toy Also a roto-tiller, 4 HP,been used 2189.
J23C LISTINGS NEEDED-Due
to
Peek-A-Poo. One grown white less than 5 hours, $110.00. Phone
many recent sales ROBERTS
J25C
male Pekingese. Phone 753-4469 753-9212.
1965 FORD Fairlane, 4 dr. 11,000 REALTY needs new listings. We
after 6:00p.m.
J26C
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER, actual miles. Local car. Phone are members of Multiple Listing
753-2934 after 5:00 p.m.
J23C Service and will be more than
FIREPLACE
W060. Call like new, with case. $43.00. Phone
happy to help you sell your
J25P
Dehnis Chester, 435-4895 after 753-6737.
1962 CADILLAC Deville, extra property. Real Estate is our only
6:00p.m.
J22P
1968 NEW MOON mobile home, clean, good condition, full power, business and we devote 100
size
12 x 4& fully carpeted, factory air, new tires. Financing percent of our time to your Real
CASH AND CARRY; While it
Estate needs.
J23C
lasts. Five new big truck loads perfect for small family. Good available. Would consider trade
J25P for small car. Phone 753-6392.
carpet. No. 1 quality, commercial location. Phone 753-6737.
J25C Book business
type hi-density rubber back in 12
big in Japan
and 15 foot widths, $3..95 square /WO mo x 200 ft. lots. Three
- THIS MEANS TOKYO (UPI) - \lore than
yard. Also- heavy shag, $3.95 -bedroom home on one, other
square yard. Some carpet in ready for mobile home, 12 x 12 1962 CHEVROLET Impala, two 44,000 new books werr Published in Japan duridg 1969..
stock low as $2.50 square yard.'storage building, circular door hardtop. Phone 753J2SP Book publish;•rs 'printed 575'
We've got it in stock now, in full whiterock drive, patio, outside 3081.
million volumes, highest for
rolls, not remnants. Paschall's lighting, two miles from Murray.
any year since World War II
City
water
and
on
paved
highDiscount House, Hazel, Ken1966 FAIRLANE GT, 390 engine; and
averagiri
tucky, 492-9733.
J23P ways. Reasonable. Would con- excellent condition. Off white per person rabout five books
in this nation of
sider rent to right couple. Phone interior.
Good tires. Priced to tO5 million people.
JAL sell. Phone 753-1738
USED TRAILERS: presently 753-8548.
after 5:00
Japan has one of the highrented. Need to sell before next
p.m. See at 101 Clarke St., near est literacy rates: in the
world,
semester Also one building lot
J25P about 98 per cent. Book sales
REGISTERED ANGUS cattle; Hales Trailer Court.
for 4-plex and one for duplex. cows,
are high in part because public
calves and two bulls.
Phone 753-6234 or 753-6202. J23C
libraries have not 6e1.-ii estabGeorge Shoemaker 436-5898. J23P
lished -as extensively as in western nati(ns.
HELP WANTED
Answer to Yesierday's Puzzle
Crossword Puzzle
03120M MOO
ACROSS
0 00033 UMO WANTED:EXPERIENCED
dev
ieagnig
3C
UMUM =RUM body man. See Rudy Bailey at
1 Greek Peel
4 Verve
001MO3 MUM
6Ma.
Do 's name
11
00 MOO OMUd Rudy's Body Shop, 301 Ash St.,
quee...4
rLthWithdrawn
6
5"
M OMBOURVOM Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753OMO omm um 1277 days or 753-5175 nights. J23C
7 Prefix- not
,road
,t )
044:6711)6,
1 24 (5
ummomaq man
8 Young boy
er:verong
9 chilseed
e„ni
OM MO MOO
if
t, Ov
ORM WOOMM
10 Choose
ORM 07151200 MONEY ISN'T everything-they
11 Stuffs
erase
3 OOMMO uffIN say-but It's awfully nice. And
13 Temporary
IS PAW of
$100
shelter (P1)
MOO nummp NUO selling AVON is an awfully nice
coml.
16 Roman
11
way to earn that money. Call
zo Potassium
road
collect after 6 p.m.-365-9424 or
35 Woodland
46 Ripped
19 Crucifta
dedoes
22 afttd1Ttbe
'
e
45 Shed the
write Mrs. Janet Kunick, Route 2,
21 Swift
feathers
23 144n;
36 Approached
24 Noose
Box 136 A., Princeton, Ky. 42445.
Si Ocean
2S
Comfort
OT
37
Memoranda
26
53 Chew
avtomobolb
College
representatives also
state
39
A
Crown
29
56 Near
ntn(abbr )
27 Caegu
40 Soctgin4
needed.
31 Repulse
(abbe
J28C
voice
locks
of
33
MI Parent
43 Roam
hair
(colloq.)
umor
hasrge
"
30 RD'sc
WoMENI! DO you need extra
2 3 A S
7 8
10
32 Garment
r4pattort
35
36
38 lToc
money to help with winter ex1 1
12
penses? Earn up to $4.00 per hour
Railroad
)4
3
6
in spare time as a Vanda Beauty
17
41 Trench
Counselor,753-1711.
TFC
19
s
)10
ertKle
om y
424 G441,ctth4,44
21
23
"25
27
26
25
;
bn. m
STi tt
57 :
4,
h1.4
1 vital
2
34
3
iMurkiujiliam
VS!•
nd Aflame
35
Sil
SO God
(I 1'1)
,41
2
°t
spa
k
:
i
w
le
s
h
52
Ltil.(IX :I.). 114c
Dixieland Center
Murray,Kentucky
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iitiit giU gr.IIIf. •i- OW.
45
46
7
54 Proceed
49
.PROSECUTOR Patricia,
50
SI
l''Hynes, 28, an- assis32
33
a
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C
alm,Abhar
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a
C
3
9
2
Open Daily
tant-U.S, attorney, has
_to 5:30
Man's
1•1101111.%
iir .1011
been
35
36
I
named principal prosecut(o
.
I. (s)7:19:-...
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tor
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Cheer .
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T-77111alakesserneesw4,eferm•-'
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Weekend Special
Buckingham Ray Ltd. needs to move
more of certain items in order to make
room for Spring Fashions.

MORE BARGAINS
Such As

ALL SWEATERS /
1
2 Price
FALL SLACKS (Reg. or. Flared) 1/2 Price

CC-EAU .0of1111
1__,
2
V% 1.-Q
...ctt Vi F... 0,
IQ

33 SUITS Now /
1
2 Price
SPORT COATS as low as ,s10"
ONE GROUP SHIRTS- '3.00
TIES 21
/
2" to 5" Wide
HEAVY COATS & JACKETS 1/2 Price
300 PAIR CASUAL SLACKS Now '3"
FREE PARKING
at

Nag, Eth.

9:00

S:

•••
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completely
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We at "Shoemaker Brothers'
Livestock Co.," one mile east of
Murray on Cadiz road are enjoying the business our friends
are giving us daily. At this time,
during the rush, both of us, our
wives Louise and Myrtle
Shoemaker are there most of the
time to give you the quickest and
best service possible.
Immediately after 9:15 a.m.
daily ,you can dial 753-3225 for
prices we will pay that day. We
would certainly appreciate your
getting the hogs on the yard by
two-o'clock in order that we may
know the number of hogs to ship.
This will enable us to notify our
buyer so he can plan to send
trailer for that number of hogs.
Thank you very much for your
business, we centainly appreciate it and we will do ow- best
at all times to please you.
Ellis and Douglas Shoemaker
Owners.
J25C

To every man upon the earth
Death cometh soon or late.
In the midst of life. we are in
death and the wisest cannot know
what a day may bring forth.
Only a few hours ago we consigned the mortal remains of our
beloved Luther Robertson to
sleep in the bosom of his mother
earth amid the scenes and among
the friends he loved so well.
His loved ones, his business
associates, and countless friends
will listen for his quick and livelY
footstep, but he comes not; they
will listen for his voice, but his
lips are silenced forever. He has
filled his earthly ckstiny. He has
left a worthy heritage in the
hands of the citizens of Murray
and Western Kentucky.
It is now, therefore, fitting and
appropriate that the Board of
Directors and the Stockholders of
the Bank of Murray inscribe upon
the permanent records of the
Bank an earnest and sincere
tribute to the memory of our
departed Chairman of the Board,
Luther Robertson.
In our reflections upon his life
among us, we are made to salute
with dignity and gratitude his
services as an Exemplar of the
Christian Faith, a dedicated and
affectionate husband and father;
an edcuator and champion of
Youth; a diligent and efficient
business pioneer; a peerless civic
leader, and at all times, a warm
friend to all with whom he lived
and worked.
Those who knew him best will
remember his as a modest,
thoughtful, friendly, childlike
man,content to live where his life
began.
To honor his memory and to give
expression to our respect for his
contribution to all our lives, we
dedicate this page in the permanent records of the Bank of
Murray.
This tribute and notation of honor
duly proposed and unanimously
passed and approved by the
Board of Directors and the
Stockholders of the Bank of
Murray, in regular annual
session, this January 12, 1971. .4

WE HAVE A NICE two bedroom frame house
with 16 acres of good land on Highway 641 _
North,Smiles from Murray. This is being sold to
settle an estate. Real bargain.
GOOD COMMERCIAL LOT on North highway ILA miles from
town. This is a good location
for the right person.

REWARD
$25 00 reward offered for information leading to arrest and
coilviction of person who have
been stealing my real estate
signs from properties in Murray,
Kentucky.

GOOD FRAME HOME on large lot in Lynn Grove. For sale or rent. This place is priced for
quick sale. Give us a call if you are looking for a good low priced home.
17 ACRES WITH 800 feet highway frontage on 641 North. Three miles from town.
PRETTY GOOD TWO bedroom frame on extended Broad Street. Price KOWA'.
NICE THREE BEDROOM brick veneer at 1200 Sycamore. Newly'redecorated. Here is
another good buy.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK Veneer on Lock Lomond Drive. Has den, living room, large
utility, outside storage,double carport, cyclone fence around back yard and concrete drive.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK Veneer,five miles north on 641. Has large well landscaped lot,
den and living room,two baths and garage. Priced for quick sale.

17 ACRE FARM,good frame house,stock barn, good fence, three miles from Murray. Good
medium priced home.

TORPAITIS
Eat Your Home

.I26P

b(CLUSIVELY

WINTER RANGER
DEEP-CLEAT

SNOW TIRE
WHOLESALE
AND
RETAIL

aril:MRS
Are Poison

THREE BEDROOM SPLIT level brick veneer Real nice place. Has living room, den,
garage,fireplace and on large lot. Priced for quick sale.

PRIVATE OR SEMI-Private
rooms for girls. Central heat and
air conditioning. Private entrance and kitchen. 1603
Hamilton. Phone 753-2668 after
5:36p.m.
J26C

GREATLY REDUCED. Large frame home near University. Six bedrooms, two bathi,double garage. Suitable for a large family or for a home plus good income.
GIT RIO Of

DELUXE FOUR bedroom and three bath home on Dudley Drive. Has fireplace, family
TOOITI, all built-ins. A fine home in a fine location.
SPLIT LEVEL in Kingswood. Four bedrooms and two baths. A fine home and priced right.
HOUSE ON WEST Dogwood Drive. Owner has moved. Look at this one and make us an
offer.
LOVELY TWOSTORY three bedroom and three bath brick on Ford Road. Has central heat
and air, all carpet, double garage.

PESTS

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

IN BAGWELL MANOR,three bech:Csom brick Nerieer. Carpet, built-ins and all modern. Two
baths. Really nice and well located.
FINE THREE BEDROOM year around home at Panorama Shores Double garage, central
heat and air. Basement, two fireplaces. On beautiful wooded water front lot. Our finest
home on the lake.
ONE MILE NORTH of Lynn Grove. Three bedroom brick on two acres. Two baths. Reall
priced right, has large transferrable 5 percent loan.

100

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

ROOM4 FOR girls, furnished,
1626 Hamilton. Kitchen facilities.
NICE FURNISHED apartment Phone 753-9279 or come by. J25P
for three or four girls. Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 FURNISHED APARTMENT,811
TEC No-th 16th, one block from
p.m.
campus. Available now. Phone
J25C
FURNISHED APARTMENT for 753-5140.

}

S. 13th Street
Murray. Ky
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member Chamber of Commerce

NEW THREE BEDROOM bf1ck on beautiful wooded lot in East Y Manor. Central heat and
air. Den, living room, double garage.

NICE 8 room dorm. Suitable for
10 to 16 girls. Large kitchen,
plenty of bathroom space. Ideal
for Sorority group. Phone 7537381 Days or 753-5108 after 5. TFC

UJOODSTOCK JUST 60T
A SCHOLARSI-lift TO GO
TO UJORM SCHOOL

NEAR POPLAR Springs Church. Three bedroom brick, two bat, electric heat. On four
acres of land and near the Lake and really good fishing.
FURNISHED COTTAGE on large wooded waterfront lot on Kentucky Lake. Electric heat.
1309 KIRKWOOD Three bedroom brick with large transferrable loan. Two tile-baths.

_

THOSE
HOT
CIGAR
ASI-4E
WORRY
ME

ble loan at 6 per cent. Thiee
MEDIUM PRICED home at 1613 Parklane. Large
bedroom brick, one and one half baths, central heat and air.
FOUR BEDROOM brick on College Terrace. Double carport, big fireplace and large family
room. A large house for a large family. Two tile baths.
29 ACRE FARM on Flint Church Road. Four bedrooms, modern. All good land.
117 ACRE FARM with good frame house with central heat. Four bedrooms.
TRAILER PARK,two and one half miles East of Murray. Eleven trailers.
GOOD RESTAURANT with drive-in business and Bae-B-Q. Seller will finance part at five
percent. If interested, call for details.

Abbie & Slats

DUE TO the many houses sold in the past two months we need new listings. Come in and fist
your place to sell or call and we will come out.
WE HAVE lots in most locations in the city,county and on the lake.
-

901 Sycamore Street

Phone 753-7724

NITE P.HONES:
Louise Baker - 753-2409.
Onyx Ray - 753-8919
. Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Guy Spann 753-Z58/

Member of Multiple Listings

GET
ATTENTION

L'il Abner

FREIGHT ELEVATOR, hand
operated. May be seen at Diuguid
building. This elevator is free-you
pay removal charges. Phone 7534623.
J23C

ELECTROLUX SALES & SerTWO BEDROOM, 12- wide vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
tsailer. Located at Waldrop's Sanders, phone 382-2468. Ear-'
Trailer Court. 753-5953.
J23P mington,Kentucky.
JTINC

504 NORTH 7th STREET. Three bedrooms with fireplace, l'2 baths, central gas heat. Has
been reduced over 42,000.00.

BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom on two acre landscaped lot, six miles east on 94. Heated
garages for four cars. Huge fireplace in family room, alt large rooms and all buiit-ins. Two
large baths and big walk-in closets.

FURNISHED APARTMENT
with living room, kitchen, bath
and two bedrooms. For girls or
couple. Phone 753-8904.
J23C

three or four college boys. Phone
753-7381 days or 753-5108 after
TFC
5:00 pin.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

-ULTRA MODERN three bedroom in Kingswood. I11bIace and all conveniences Big
redwood deck. To see it is to love it.

NOTICE

DISTRIBUTED

THREE HOUSES AT New Concord. A three bedroom frame and two-four bedroom bricks.
$11,000.00, $12,000, and $13,000.00. All real good buys and nice.
THREE BEDROOM brick veneer on North 19th Street. Newly redecorated, has large den.
This house is in fine shape. Medium priced.

LOSTi FOUND
-—
Claude L
14ST: BLACK Manx cat. Lost in
" Realtor
vicinity of Burger Chef If found
753-5064 phones 753-3059
•
J23P
.122C call 753-2865.
. •'
TRIANGLE RESTAURANT in r'OUND:
LARGE grey cat, found
Aurora is now Open: Serving
on Vine
plate 1nnehes and ratfiSh-Willie 60.3{/ Street.Phone 7S3and Maglene Brown

NOTICE

WANT TO BUY four tickets's\
Western Murray games, January WILL DO baby sitting in
my
23 Phone 753-7629.
J22C home..
767-4784.
Phone
ReferenceSa,y.aiWble.
J23P
WANT TO BUY good used chest
of drawers, also book case bed.
Phone 753-3805.
J23C BABY SITTING servbse, weekdays. Starting February 1st, 1971,
8:30 to 4:30, 5e3c per hour. Brick
house next to Presbyterian
church, 16th and Main. Just drop
WAAT TO BUY used aluminum in.
J25C
-canoe, in good condition. vial pay ,
reasonable price. Phone 7539828
J2:5P FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pickWANT TO buy electric trains
up and delivery. Free estimate.
-American Flyer or Lionel, any
Antique or natural finish.'lerry
age or condition. Phone 753-2707
Fl6C
McCoy,753-3045.
Murray, Ky.
.J29NC

Max B. Hurt, Chairman
F. H. Graham
ITC
I. Wells Purdom
AUTO INSURANCE for every
dyiver. Low rates, monthly
payments. Jerry I,ovett In. surance, Hardin,437-4251. ,J26C

SERVICES OFFERED

WANT TO buy:Jogs and standing FOR ALL your
home alterations,
Umber. Also have for sale lumber repairs, remodeling, etc., new or
and sawdust.-Murray Saw Mill old. Free estimates.
Call 753-6123.
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147,
February 15NC
TFC

60 ACRES REAL FINE land, nearly all tendable,five miles north of Penny.
A Tribute of Affection
And Respect Dedicated
To The Memory of
Luther Robertson

WANTED TO BUY

e

SNA1

•
.
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TB In li.S. Lowest In World

,

A WHO
The Vietnam war ripped the live—as well as drug-resistant— evidence of active TB.
*wail fatitie of America in un- TB anywhere. More than 500,000 eau-vey of sputum samples from
foreseen ways. Now that war American servicemen have been Vietnamese showed a very high
percentage of the kind of TB that
may also threaten the control of stationed in Vietnam.
is resistant to teeatment by the
tuberculosis here.
The incidence of TB in the In a recent issue of "Archives usual drug regimes. Chaotic war
United States is among the lowest A Environmental Health, conditions in Vietnam have
in the world. Because of highly "Colonel R. G. Cowley reported prevented even the most
effective nationwide control that a random chest X-ray survey elementary attempts at TB
programs. But the Vietnamese IA Vietnamese civilians showed control programs.
population, in sharp contrast, has Ifully one-third of those over 15 According to Colonel Caley, a
one of the highest rates of ac- lyears of age had radiologic five-year analysis of military

personnel showed clear-cut indications that drug-resistant
strains of TB among the Vietnamese are producing significant
disease in U. S. troops. Some
dieeese is detected early. But,
"there is a distinct possibility
that a number of cases of drugresistant TI3 resulting from
exposure In Vietnam," says the
Colonel, "will become apparent
clinically in settings far removed
in distance and time from their
military origin." In other words,
at home.

are alerted to the problem..
Servicemen themselves should
request tuberculin skin tests in
their medical checkups in the
years to come. Taking pills cat
prevent a tuberculous infechodka"
from developing into activd
disease. For more information'
about waysto control the theme, --contact your tuberculosis and
respiratory diseasi. association:,
All/WArgeg

Military arid civilian agencies

SAVE-A-BUCK
-volt
earsole el Murray State University's two-million
WINS ROTARY SCHOLARSHIP: Shown at the
own and winner of a
Elizabetht
from
junior
a
Renick,
IBM)
E.
accelerator is physics student William
to
ovetseas university. He plans to seek admission
one-year Rotary International scholarship at an
physics
in
studies
his
continue
to
year 1971-72
the University of Bristol in England for the academic
and mathematics.

Rotary Scholarship Won
By Elizabethtown Student
Central Kentucky High School
• By M. C. Garrott
second
William E. (Bill) Kerrick, 20, Conference in 1966, and
of
division
the
biology
in
place
Murray
Elizabethtown junior at
s
sate University, has won a 1971- Eastern Kentucky University'
atics
72 undergraduate scholarshiP annual Mathem
from The Rotary Foundation and Achievement Day.
He enrolled at Murray State in
good for his senior year of study
receiving a
at the overseas university of his the fall of 1968 after
Merit
National
•
four-year
choice.
Murray
Under provisions of the Scholarship and a $500
Alumni
University
'scholarship, he will seek ad- State
award.
Association
of
University
the
to
mission
Since then, he has maintained a
Bristol in England where he
a
plans to continue his studies in 3.92 academic average of
possible 4 points. He only has two
physics and mathematics.
Sponsored by the Murray "B's" in five semesters of study:
Rotary Club, Kerrick is one of one in bowling and the other in a
more than 350 young men and I freshman-year history course.
An
outstanding .phisica
women recently named to
receive •eilneafTitawarcfe from I student,- young Kerrick hopes to
The Rotary Foundation of Rotary receive his bachelor's degree at
the English university in 1972.
International. He is the first nominee from the' Currently, he is vice-president
Murray club to -win-one of the of Gamma Beta Phi, an
organization made up of honor
coveted scholarships.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul students at Murray State, and is a
Kerrick, 419 North Mantle, member of the Russian Club, the
Elizabethtown, he is a 1968 ianguage of which he has
graduate of Elizabethtown High developeta speaking knowledge.
School where he was valedic- He also is a member of the
torian of a graduating class of national Society of Physics
Students and Alpha Chi, a
172.
national scholastic honor society.
Among his high school
His father is principal of
achievements was a first:Place Elizabethtovm High School, and
ranking in the geometry and hie has a brother and a sister at
biology division of the South home: David, 15, and Sara, 11

MAGICOLOR SATIN PLUS

Proud Sioux

Acrylic Flat Latex Paint

The finest latex available for interwalls, Ceilings and trim.
ior
Covers any surface with one coat,
leaves no lap marks, touch-ups
won't show. Guaranteed washable
five years.

Big K Reg. 6.47

MRS. VIRGINIA ROUBIDEAUX
of Winner. SD.. is proud of
the progress her son, Lester.
is making, despite the serious handicap of a _cleft lie
and' palate The Roubideaux
are members of the Rosebud
tribe of the Sioux nation. To
see that Lester'gets the treatment he needs. Mrs Roubideaux takes him to the traveling clinic .sponsored by the
March of Dimes at the University of South 'Dakota in Vermillion.

Magicdor

MATCHING

II I

(dill

Rescue that Relic.,.
With exciting new color.
No need 10 remove old
finish:-EaSy lei use the
modern way 10 revive
old fuiniture.

\1.
\'

Ilcri•.

served as a volunteer "exercise formation from a trayful of cards
(perhaps 10,0001, while at the
boy.
same time printing the necessary
FRANKFORT, Ky.—An em- In college she concentrated on record," Sister Vincent exploye of the state Finance mathematics and took a plained.
does
a
Where
nun
Department would like to become bachelor's degree at Nazareth
Catherine mathematician head on a
(now
a flying nun.
College
That would simplify the travel Spalding) and a master's degree no longer able to work and to help'
problems of Sister Vincent, who at Xavier University, Cincinnati. more natural than to choose a
place where there are many
daily drives a 112-mile round trip
computers? Sister Vincent, arto and from her job as a computer
A number of members of the
programmer in the Division of religious order have taken out- med with a letter of intriduction
fined with a letter of introduction
Data Processing.
side jobs to help support sisters division
director, visited the
She lives in the mother house of
trip? What would bo National Aeronautics and Space
the Sisters of Charity of vacation
finance the Sisters of Charity
Administration's center at Cape
Nazareth, three miles north of missionary program in India.
Kennedy, Fla.
Bardstown.She works in the New
On her way home she stopped
Capitol Annex in Frankfort.
An opportunity to work in Data
in Charleston, S. C., and visited
Copier Would Be Nice
Processing attracted Sister
Piloting a helicopter or a small Vincent. She soon was on good her brother, William Tetian, a
plane from Nazareth, Ky., to terms with the computer system laboratory technician in the
Frankfort would be a lot easier which the state uses to expedite physics department of The
than terrestial travel. Sister the accurate handling of Citadel.
Vincent's present-route takes her thousands of employes' expenseon U. S. 31-E. To Bardstown,then account warrants—such as for
via KY 62, the Blue Grass Park- travel-mileage, etc.
way to Lawrenceburg and U. S.
Effleency Explained
127 to Frankfort.
put onto tape
This one-way trip is 56 miles "A computer can
the inand requires an avetage of about in about five minutes
air
by
g
one hour. Commutin
would be a lot quicker. A
helicopter' could easily be
operated from a pasture on the
large dairy farm owned by the air
religious order.
Rode Horses At Downs
However, there are problems.
The Mother General is opposed to
air travel (angels excepted).
For many years she forbade
swimming, but finally gave
permission for the nuns to
swim—so Sister Vincent hopes
that eventually permission to fly
will be forthcoming.
from
graduating
After
in
Academy
Presentation
Louisville in 1943, the future nun
joined the wartime Civil Air
Patrol and took flying lessons—
John Wayne, fresh from his
interruptea when she joined the
WAYNE SAVES THE WEST—Big
Center Films' actionCharity.
Cinema
of
Sisters
Oscar triumph, heads the east in
From girlhood, her life„ has packed Western, -Rio LOBO," directed by veteran itneard
been interesting and variedaThe Hasiks. The National General Pictures release stars Wayne as an
family lived near Churchill ex-Ca% il War officer vs ho frees a Texas town of carpetbaggers and
Deans. The then Vane Tehan, settles an old score 'A ith a uartime inforiner. "Rl0ill.0110." rated
fascinated by the race horses,' G.is show big today 4arti Tuesday at the Capri Theatre.
learned to ride and many fifties

Big K Reg. 7.97
_
SAVE-A-BUCK PRICE

Big K Reg. 3.88 Each
Save-A-Buck On Two Kits
LIGHT WEIGHT HEAVY DUTY

LADDERS

By Lewis Shsirpley
State News Bureau

WANT iDS
WORK WONDERS
NIOILDWIX

_,For,.k lichens. bath,
Woodwork and hallGuaranteed
ways.
coat covers
One
and washable five
years.

NTKIUE-IT KITS

, iiiluring
%,
.rrrkat.

Computer-Commuter
Needs a Helicopter

,SUPER
SEMI-GLO

MOW Walk and

•
Itaby sitting for &ices
et.
Parcel- elle are ski letti
late -Alia- if thee.
ilicir 1/4;r1 at

Save-A-Buck
Price Gal.

5-FOOT- ALUMINUM
STEP LADDER
Floor marproOf. reeasy to
inforced

94

a
Ali

16-Ft. Extension
LADDERS
Adjusts to full 16
ft., heavy alureinoa.
D-shape

4r7/Lis•
No-Drip Latex

WALL PAINT

144

purchase brings you
Quantity
special savings. Dries io 20 minutes. tools wash up in water and
it's dripless

Save
A
Buck
Price
Big K Reg. 5.88
Smooth, easy application. Super durwashable
able
finish, for kitchen,
bath or furniture.

97

NOW

488

SATIN ENAMEL

PAINTING KIT
Value

GALS.

Big K Reg. 2.99
A=Biick On Two Gals.
Save,

6-PIECE QUALITY HOMEOWNERS

3.98

98

LS AT BIG K!
SAVE ON THESE EARLY WEEK SPECIA
Record Riot!
k Stereo
8-Trac
- TAPES

DYNASONIC AUTO

TAPE PLAYER

CLOSE
OUT
$222

88

8-Track with
wo Speakers
Big K Reg. 44.8829
Hours:,
Mon. - Jt. .ri.m. to 9 p.m .
Sunday I a.m. to 6 p.m.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
"
.
Murray, Ky.
•

Phone: 753-km
Acres of free
_

a

Porl, mu

Stereo Albums
1 amous
artists. c 88

Pop, country, west -•
ern, soul, gospel.

